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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to provide NAS::/MSFC with 	 ^
the capability to analyze payloads constructed of standardized modules in
analyses of future mission models. The method provides weight and
cost factors to be applied in a fashion similar to the low-cost factors
presently in use,
NASA/MSFC is currently utilizing in their capture/cost
analyses a satellite synthesizing rnethadology, developed by Aerospace,
which has the capability of defining three types of spacecraft: current
design modified for reuse, low^cost expendable, and low-cost reusable.
The method utilizes the baseline (current design expendable} satellite
description and uses growth formulas and subsystem growth factors in a
computer program to define the above three types of satellites.
^	 ^	 The plan for the study was to use an inventory of standardized
_^._.
module designs obtained from Study 2.1 (1} .	 The characteristics of these
modules were reviewed far the purpose of reduci^Lg the number of different t!	 s
modules and increasing the number of applications of each module to obtain
cost reduction.	 In order to determine the applicability of the modules ^'`
to new satellites, the driving perforrr^ance capability(s) (ice y} of each 1>
module was ide^.;^ified,
	
Documentation describing four reference satellites
was reviewed to obtain satellite descriptions, program characteristics,
and subsystem design parameters used with the key capabilities of the
modules to synthesize a standardized configuration. 	 The four reference
satellites were the Synchronous Equatorial Orbiter (SEO}, the .Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory (OAO}, the Earth Observatory Satellite (EOS}, ?
1
and the Domestic Communications Satellite (COM}.	 The baselines for the }
reference satell;tes were the same baselines which were used in the ',
(1}	 Study 2. 1,	 Operations Analysis, 	 examined space servicing of ^	 ;
modularized spacecraft. 	 Reference 6 describes the payload design










3Lockheed Missiles and Space Company's Low Cost Satellite Study^ l} . The
standardized referenced satellites were then used in conjunction with
the baseline satellites to obtain subs;*stem weight growth factors.
:f
The standardized subsystem module spacecraft descriptions
^^	 were then used to estimate standardized subsystem and spacecraft costs.^^
;^	 Allowances for the sharing of subsystem RDT&E costs between users and
^;	 a production rate effect applied to unit costs resulting from multiple use
are included. These cost estimates wexe then used with cost estimates
`z
^:
^:{ the baseline configuration to develop cost factors. These cost and weight
growth factors were put into a foam so that they could be applied routinely
^	 as a part of the automated capture/cost analysis techniques at MSFC.
^.
The output of this study is an addition to the weight estS.rrxating
and the a load cast model com cater ro rams to include a loads confi caredF Y
	
P	 P g	 P Y	 g






	 2. REFEP,ENCE SATELLITES
The four reference satellites used in this study are the SEO,
EOS, OAO, and Comsat, which are the same satellites that were used in
the Lockheed low-cast study. 'The baseline data for the reference satellites
are the same as the baseline data used in the LMSC Iow-cast study.
2. 1	 PAYLOAD DESCRIPTIONS AND PROGRAM CHARAC TERISTICS
Documentation describing the baseline configurations of the
reference satellites and the payload descriptions and program character-
istics was reviewed. Data describing the satellite dimensions, weight,
destinatson (altitude and inclznation), mission, and lifetime parameters
are shown in Table 2-l. The fallowing reference dncurnents (see Section
IO) were used to obtain the data presented:
1. SEO	 Reference I
2. EOS	 References 2 and 3
3. OAO	 Reference l
4. Comsat	 References 3 and ^.
It should be noted that two of the reference satellites are in synchronous
equatorial orbit and the other two are zn low earth orbit, one a.n Iow z^icizna--
tion and one sun-synchronous.
An additional report descxibing the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System {TDRSS) configuration, which was used in Study 2, i and
in this study, is included {Reference 5), since it was assumed that all
low earth-orbiting satellites used the TDRSS.
a
2.2	 SUBSYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS
These same documents were reviewed to obtain subsystem
design parameters for the reference satellites. The general format for
a


























ptaign Parameters ASissian Paxatneters Orbital Parameters Lifetime Fa ramricra
Length Di, mau:r 1YeighL Total Required Initial Y.aunch Altitude Vc Program benign
m m kg No. In No. In Launch 1Yiadour km Inel. Larsg. mps Life Liie AtAiO Rcl. At
Payload 91ame (Et} {f t)	 ' { l6) System System i]ate {Hours) {nmi} {drg} [deg} {fps} (Years) {Years) (Ycara) MMp
2.1 1.5 527 4 4 1978 Any 35,789 0 951Y- 11,700 ? 3 L O,b07
E.	 Sync. Eq. Orbiter (1966} OSW-
{gEbl (7^ {5} (3,163} {14,320} 0 85E - {39,6^D}1TSE
4.4 2.3 1,301 Z 2 199U 3 479.9 99. 3b 9:00 8 , 150 10 3 2 0.6D02.	 Earth Ohs. Sat.-G1D[EOS - C1P) {16) {7. b) {3,927! {529) 94. 3b )2:00 (26,740)
5.Z 2.3 =,182 1 1 E970 Any 740 35 8,135 6 1 1 0.6093.	 Orb. Aatra, Obs. - 33(OAO-I1) {17} (7. b} (4, 831) (400} 35 {26. 69D)
3.3 3.0 1,238 3 2 1975 Any 35,780 0 114W- 11,700 12 7(1) 5 0.749i.	 I]omcatic Cwn. Sat {! egare) 119W(Gomaa$ (il} (10) (2,724} (19.320) 0 (39.600)




design data are used to select modules from the Study 2. I module inventory
to fill design requixetnents when building a standardized subsystem configu-
ratio:^ of the reference sate3.J.ites. When data were required and not
specified, estimates or assuxn.ptians based upon mission objective - were
rr^ad e .
Summaries of the attitude anal ve3ocity control system (AVCS)
subsystem design parameters, which included pointing accuracy, attitude
rates, slew angular rates, monnentum storage, and attitude and station-
keeping thruster data, were extracted from the reference documents or
estirrsated where data were not provided and are presentee i^^ Table 2-2.
Similarly, guidance and navigation syste±rm. (G&N) design
parameters are prese^xted i.n 'fable 2-3.
	 (
The coznple^zity of and the limited inforxxiatian on system
requirements far the telemetry, tracking ar,.d command (TT&C) subsystem
required a number of assumptions to be made. These are listed in Section
5 of Reference b (see Section IO) and, therefore, wil! not be repeated
here. The TT&C subsystem requirements interpreted fro^°n the reference	 ;;
documents are presented in Table 2-4. .Design parameters such as orbit
altitude, data bit rate, and data storage are shown in Table 2-5. 	 ^
As in the other subsystems, the data processing system	 ` ^'
design parameters were either obtained from the referenced documents
ar estimated where data were not provided. These data are presented in
Table 2- 6 and include the number of modules(1) in the standardized design,
the data rate and controller prograrzx, and data memory requirements.
To design the electrical power system, the average power
requirement, payload orbital characteristics, oxl,it life and solar array
data (area, and whether fixed or oriented) are required. Table 2-? shows 	 _
these data.
(1) Modules and space replaceable units (SR Us) used interchangeably.
N
a
Attitude and Station'.ceaping Thruatete
Impulsc-Pufn:ing Attitude Ratea. Momentum
Aeeuxaty Leas T!v^n Sleet Rates Storage Titruat Propellant Orientati,dn
Paylnad Name
_-
+ (deg} + {deglace) t [deg lace) (lt - l4-sec) {Ib) R'cight Releranec
1.	 Sync. Eq, Orbiter ± 0.1 +.0.001 t O . i 12 (RW) 0. 1 and 5 6016 - GNZ Earth
^SEO) -
Z.	 Earth Obs. Sat. -CID + D. 5 + p, 005 + 0. 1 90 (RW) D. I5 aad 5 ZZ ib -Freon-i4 Ez»th(EOS-cln) — -- --
3.	 Orb. Astro. Oba. - B 60-- 0. !Arc See 1.4 x 10" 6 0. Ol - i. 0 3 CMG + 3 RtY 0. I and 5 66 ib - GN2 Earth
(QAO - B)
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m m/sec Inertial Measuring
Fayloac! Name {ft) {ft/sec} Unit Guidance Computer
1.	 Sync. Eq. Orbiter 61 0. 03 No {Fars} .9.. C.{SEd) {ZOOp {0.10)
2,	 Earth Obs. Sat. - C /D 27 - 100 0. 015{0.05) S. D. Fiigia Performance A. G.{EOS - G/D) {40 - 328)
3.	 Orb. Astro. Gbs. -B 30.5
(100)
0.015{a. 05) g, p , ^. 5tar Sensor A. C.{OAO-B}
4.	 Domestic Com. Sat. 61
1200}
0.03
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Ku-Hand Ku 12W (1] S-Hand Ke-9and C-Band VHF
1.	 Sync. Eq. Orbiter 5-L.5W 5-0.0lW X
]sEO)
Z.	 Earth Obe, Sat. -C 5-25W S -2. 5W Ku 10.7 X
{EOS)
3_	 Orb. Astro.Obs. H X
(tlA0-H)
4.	 Domestic Com. Sat. C-^• iW X{CO[ri8at)
{l)	 Annot¢s Available Standardized Transmitters
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5-Band K-Sand V}IF 5-Banc! K-Band C-Band Al 2Signal Tracking Eand
Payload Name Cond. - Circuit Ashy. 1 112 Dieh ! !/2 Dish OMNI HENif ROAN HOAN 1 MBJSec ! 0 MH15ec Diplex Hybrid Switch
!.	 5ynt. Eq. Orbiter X X X X X X X X
(5£O} !.6 Mbpy 1 32 kbpa
Z.	 Barth Obs. Sat. CID X X Non-std. X X X X
(SO5-CJP} 4 ft !.2 Mbps J 30 kbpa
3.	 Orb. Aatro. Obs . H X X X X X X
[OAO-Bl lt142 bps	 J 66. i kbpa'






Orbit Blt Rate Starnge Number OF Antanna $ervfcing
Payload Namo (km} (bps) (Bits} TDAS Down Ldnke Typt(Gain (Transponder] Orientation
i.	 $ync_ Eq, Orbiter 5; aehronoue 1.6 x 106 3.9 x I06 No 2 1 1f2'/ HEMS 1 Link Earth
[SEO}
100 Mbpe
2.	 Earth Obe. Sat. -CID 980 1.2 Mbpe b z I0 10 K (SA} I No Earth(EOS - C/D} 40D kbps u {4 fi DRS Diah^
3.	 Orb. hetro. Obs. - B 790 1642 or 66.7K [lnknown 5 (MA} 1 1 f12'IHEMI No Earth[OAO-B] (400] and 1092
4.	 Domestic Com, Sat, Synchronous 1029 None No 1 MOAN/ Yee Earth
(Comsat] 11 Db Averaga
^I








Table 2-6. Data Processing System Design Param.etexs
N
Number Oi Do.ta Rate Sue Na. Channols / No. Commands! CantroIIer Controller
Payload Namc SRITs (bps} Terminal Terminal Program Memory Data Memory
1.	 Sync. Eq. Orbiter 12 128K 16 B 2046 9496{5E0)
2.	 Earth Obe. Sat. - C/D [T 2048K 16 B 2448 4096
3.	 Orb. Astro. Obe. - B 16 256K 32 16 2446 909b
(OAO-8I







Average Salacted Depth Installed Solar Array
Power Maximum Orbital OrhitLt(e/ OlDiaeharge Energy$toraga Ara
Requirement Ecllpsc Ec[ipsea Period Deeign Lice And Ampexc Rcquiramant
S^}Payload Aiame {Watts] (Hoare) Pcr Ycar (Hours} { years / Yaara] Hoare (%a] {Wgtt-Hour)
@. 9
1.	 Sync. Eq, Orbiter 375 i.2 40 24 2/3 60 75D (52.4)(SEO] {26. 8 AH] Ortenled
t8.6
2.	 Earth Ohe. Sat. - C /D 750 0 . 6 5075 1.7 2/3 24 1875 (ZDD]{EO5 - C1D) ( 111 AN] Oriented
12.6
3.	 Orb. Aetro. Obn. - B 12D0 O . b 5204 1.7 i/2 40 1800 {!36)[OAO-B] (64 AH] Fixad
21.4§.	 Domestic Com. Sat, 1750 1.2 90 Zd 517 50 4206 (230}(Comsat] (!50 As] Driented
3. 5LT85YSTEIvI DEFrN1TIONS
The method for synthesizing standardized subsysterx^ satel-
lites i^nakes use of growth factors applied to the baseline subsystem to
de^rc:lop the stan 'ardized version. In oxder to develop these factoxs, care
must be taken to insure that the subsystems are defined in the same way,
i.. e. , components contained in the modularized subsystear^. version are
thy: same as in the baseline subsystem. The module inventory was reviewed
ai the component level to deteranine which modules could be designated
as candidates to build subsysterx^s which are corr^.pat-ible with the corr^.puter
programs in use at MSFC.
The four subsysters^s and theix characteristic components
izi the weight estimating program for which growth factors were deter-
mined are the following:
1. Attitude Control Systerri (ACS) -propulsion
2. Stabilization and Control {S&C} -sensing, computer,
reaction wheels, magnetometer, inertial measuring
unit
3. Electrical Power System {EPS} -batteries, wiring,
solar array
^.
	 Camrnunications, Data Processing and Instruxnentaticn	 `4 ^_-_.(CD PI) -recorders, transmitters, receivers, antennas.
The fallowing xn?tchup between the xx^.odules of Study 2. 1	
F
and the computer subsystem definitions is the following:
'.^	 _
1. ACS subsystem - A^TCS-7^ and -8 modules
Fi	 ,^
2. S&C subsystem -All other AVCS plus G&N modules





4. KEYS TO MODULE CAPABILITIES
The prograrrx characteristics and subsystem design gara- 	 ?
f
meters for the four reference satellites have been presented in Section 2
and the subsystem/module matchup discussed in Section 3, In c yrder to	 ?
assign modules to satisfy subsystem design parameters and build the
reference satellites frarx^ standardized subsystem modules, a set of
characteristic performance capabilities were developed for the modules.
These capabilities, called keys, are in terms of design. parameters or 	 `" a
^^defined by a simple calculation using the design parameters.
The keys to the Stabilization and Control {S&C} and the
Attitude Control System {ACS} subsystems are presented in Table 4-l.
	 e
The S&C subsystem keys are pointing accuracy, attitude rates, orbital 	 ^
altitude, and momentum stowage, The pointing accuracy and attitude rate, f
in conjunction with the momentum storage, deterxxiine whether a single or
three axis reaction wheel package or control moment gyro is required. i
The altitude and pointing accuracy determine the sensing module selected.
The IMU (Inertial Measuring Unit) and guidance and control computer
modules are employed for execution of precise attitude and orbit velocity
control requirements. The key to the AC5 module selection is the S&C
module selection orbit life and wei ht. Thus ointin accurac wei ht	 `g	 p	 g	 Y^	 g	 '` ,
and life determine the quantity (two or four} and the tank size (small or 	 '' ^^
large} module to be selected.
The keys to the electr^.cal power system keys are presented 	 `"
	
`	 1
in Table 4-2. The average power required, orbit altitude and subsystem	 % ?
MMD (Mean Mission Duration) are the keys to selection of the electrical	 `" i
power systerxa modules. The orbit period and maximum eclipse time were
obtained from the orbital characteristics. The ampere-hour requirement i..
















Table 4-^.. Standardized Module Subsystems Study
Keys to S&C and ACS Module Selection
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL (S&C)
Pointing Accuracy
Low > 0. 1° Earth Horizon Sensor
High ^ 0. 1° Add Star Tracker
Attitude Rates
Low ^ 10 -3 Deg/Sec
High >10 -3 Deg/Sec	 .
Orbital Characteristics
Altitude > or < 3^?00 nmi
Satellite Momentum Storage
Up to 10 ft-lb--see; Up to 30 ft-lb-sec; Up to 500 ft-lb-sec
Estimate Momentum Storage Using Wc;ight - ^^ 0.O Z x Weight ^ Morrlentum Storage
ATTTTUDE CONTROL SYSTEM {ACS}
Key is S&C Module Selection, I.,ife and Weight
High Pointing Accuracy--}Large Tank (^} or Sx-nal^. (4} {1} (Medium Momentum Storage}
Low Painting Accuracy—^Sma^.3. Tank 2 {T} or 4 {Low Momentum Storage)
High Momentum Storage —^- Large Tank (4}






ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM - EPS
Average P€^wer Required




Subsystem Design Lifetime ax Mean Mission Duration {MMD}
Oriented or Fixed Array
Maximum Depth of Discharge - May be Estimated
Calculate Ampere-Haar Requirezr^ent {Powex Required, Eclipse Time, Depth of
Discharge)







of discharge which was estimated. A Z$-volt system was assumed in
this calculation. if the solar array area was not specified, the area
was calculated for oriented or fixed arrays usir_g the data above.
The lceys to the CDPI subsystem modules are data storage
^	 required, telemetry bit rate, and mission type and are shown in Table 4-3.
I	 I£ the mission type is communications, then the Frequency band deterrrxin.es
{E	 the module selection. For other mission types, and if the altitude is




knot communications}, perigee and apogee altitudes are used to calculate
































Table 4-3, Standaxdized Module Subsystems Study
Keys to CD PI Module Selection
COMMUNICATIONS, DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION (CD PI
Data Storage Required ^ Recoxder Capacity
Always Used with TDRS (Law Altitude Satellites in the Zone of Exclusion),





Housekeeping ^ Assume 1000 bps if not Specified
Mission Type ^ Communications, Other
If Communications, Frequency Band
If Other High Orbit, Need to Know if Perigee ? l6, 000 nrr^i and Apogee
Altitud e










5. REFERENCE SATELLITE SYNTHESIS
The buildup of a standardized subsystem module configura-
tion of the four reference satellites was accomplished using tl^e subsystem
design parameters of the baseline satellite and the keys to standardized
module capabilities. A flow diagram showing the manual procedure for
buildup of a standardized subsystem module satellite is shown in Figure
5»1. The first step was to select the modules) from the Study Z. 1 inventory
which satisfied the program characteristics and subsystesx^ design requirerrtcnts.
The reference satellite design parameters which were not included in the
Study 2. 1 ^r's4dulc^ capabilities were satisfied by adding components to the
non-replaceable unit, but the weight was charged to the appropriate subsystem
for purposes of calculating weight and cost factors. Examples are the
tape recorder for the SEO and solar arrays. This nonstandard weight
was identified for cost estimating. After the s^xbsystems were built up
of standardized modules and non-standard coml.^onents, weights were
reallocated for consistency with the baseline subsystem definitions, e.g. ,
the structure was removed fronn. the modules, electrical wiring and po^,ver
conditioning weights were added to the e:irctrical subsystem, environmental
control system weights were removed, eLc. This reallocation was also
nec p ssaxy since the subsystem costs were: estimated using cost estimating
relationships {GERs); thus, structure costs, which a.re different from
electrical subsystem costs, were estimated at the rate for structures
and not for the EPS or another subsystem containing structural weight,
5. 1	 MODULE ASSIGNMENT
The newt step in the satellite buildup was the assignment of
standardized modules to satisfy the four reference satellite subsystem
design parameters. This was accomplished using the keys to the module





Name or ID Gode
Weight
Capability (Keys)
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Figure 5- 1. Manual Procedure for Satellite Buildup













At[ilude &Velocity Controk Guidance & Navigetion Gourmand Data Ptoce eai ng £ lectrital Power
Payload Name Item Qu.-^-- Wt. {kg} Item (Zuant. Wt. (kg] Item Quant. Wt. {kg) ltem lluant. WL. tkg) item Quant. Wl. (kg)
].	 Sync. Eq- prbitcr AYCS-3 ! 127.5 GN-2 1 92.6 TTlvG - 6 1 54.0 DP-lA 1 46.0 EPS-1C ] !05(SEO} gYCS-5 E 55.9 Recorder 2 22.0 EPS-3 2 102
AYCS-7 4 202.4 Solar 1 1!
385.8 76.0 Array 221
1.	 EarehOLa. Sat.-CID AVCS-3 1 127.5 GN-1 I 78.3 TT14G9A I 67 . D DP-1B ; 140,4 EPS-]A 1 50(£0.S-GID) AVCS - SA 1 55.9 GN-2 1 42.6 TT1C- 5A 1 61.0 Command l '9.0 EP5-2 l 131
AVCS-8 9 430.4 Recorder 1 E1,0
lack
149.9 EPS-3 2 102
413.6 Non-Std, I 21.0 Solar 1 52
pry 1 72.6 TT6C Sya ArrayPropel. ^- ^-
466.4 I20, 4 160.0 335
3.	 lJrb. Aatro. OLa.-$ AVCS-3 1 I27- S GN-1 1 78.3 TTExC-8 2 129 . 0 bP-1C 2 93.6 EPS-2 1 131(OAtJ-B) AVCS-4 3 346.9 GN-2 1 92.6 Recorder 1 11.0 Solar 1 35
AVCS- 6A 1 72.5 Array
AVCS-fl 4 230.4 _
828.8 120.9 135.0 Ib6
9.	 Pon.^atic Cam. Sat. AVCS-2 1 fig, 4 GN-2 1 42.6 TTf^G - 1 1 51.0 DP-1D E 46.8 EP5-2 2 262(Gom6at) AYCS-5 1 55.9 EPS-3 2 L02
AVCS-8 9 230.4 5olsr 1 S4

















subsystems f.ox each satellite and includes tie noz^-standard components
discussed in Section 5 above. The standardized modules used in this
study are included in Appendix A. The components and weight allocation
far each of the modules are listed.
5. Z	 SUBSYSTEM GROWTH FACTORS (BUILDUP METHOD)
The subsystem, growth factors far satellite weight synthesis
have been determined by building the subsystems of the four reference
satellites from. the inventory of modules, adding non-standard components
where necessary, reallocating weights into proper subsystems, and then
dividing by the baseline subsystem weights, These weights and factors
are presented in Tabla 5-2 m , It is noted that the growth factors for the
OAO Electrical Power System (E PS) and Communications, Data Processing
and Instrumentation (CDPI) subsystems are less than. unity and this is
due to improved technology over the original design.
The method for applying these growth factors is the sazr,^,e
as fox the lowWcost factors which are presented in Table 5-3'^ for comparison.
The subsystem of a satellite to be synthesized is determined by judgment
to be sina.i.lar to one of the reference satellite subsystems and the growth
factor applied to the baseline subsystem weight. Care must be taken in
determining the subsystem similarity to obtain a realistic standardized
satellite configuration.
5. 3
	 ALTERNATE APPROACH {EQUATION METHOD)
An alternate method does iiot require the use of a sub-
system "similarity" selection. The growth factors determined from the
buildup method were plctted as a function of baseline subsystem weight.
These are presented for the Attitude Control System (ACS}, Electrical
Power System (EPS), Stabilization and Control. (S&C), and Comxx^unica-
tions, Data P?-acessing and Instrumentation (CDPI) subsysterrAS in Figures 5-2
and 5-3. The data. shows a trend of a high growth factor for small subsystem
^= Table (a) shows weights in metric units; table (b) in English units.
.. ,.	 :,: . ^^.^ti^
SEO EOS OAO COM
Std. Std, Std. Std.
Item Base Sub. Factor Base Sub, Factor Base Sub, Factor Base Sub. Factor
Struct. & Mech. 60 246 4.08 392 545 1. 39 517 522 1. OI 204 380 I. Sb
Environ, Cont, 5 24 4. 82 50 55 1.09 45 51 1, 14 34 38 1.11
ACS 32 70 2.21 105 11? 99!73 1, 64 60 98 1. 63 91 99 1.09
S&C b2 I27 2, 06 88 172 1, 95 325 488 1.50 57 60 1.06
EPS 141 233J14 1,75 376 373/52 1.13 559 278/35- 0.5b 328 282/59 i.04
C1}pj 67^} 51/22 1.09 163 123141 1.01 207 iil/11 0.59 2i 47 1.75
Mission Equip, 133 133 1 . 00 54i 541 1.00 439 439 1.00 313 313 1.00
Dry Weight 500 920 1.84 1715 2074 1.21 2152 20 x`3 0.94 1054 1278 1.21
Propellant 27 50 1.84 66 80 1, 21 30 28 0. 94 184 223 1.21
Wet Weight 527 970 1.84 1781 2154 1.21 2182 2061 0,94 1238 1501 1,2i
In
tr
Table 5-2{a). Standardized Subsystems Module Study
Subsystem Weight Factors {Weight in kg)
{Factor Obtained by Buildup)
_^
Table 5^2^b}. Standardized Subsystem. N
Subsystem Weight Factor;
^Factax Obtained by BuiJ,d^
E
^`
5E0 EOS OAD C OM
Std, Std, Std, Std.
Item Base Sub. Factor Base Sub. Factor Base Sub. Factor Base Sub. Factor
StruCt, & Mecla. 133 542 4. DS $65 12D2 I. 39 1141 1150 1. O1 450 $3$ 1.86
Environ. Cont. l I 53 ¢, g2 l ID 119 1. D9 100 114 1, i4 75 83 1.11
ACS 70 155 2.21 2301 2171160 1.64 133 217 1, 63 200 217 1.09
S&C 136 280 2, 06 195 380 1, 95 7I6 1D77 1, 50 125 133 1.06
EPS 312 516/31 1.75 $30 823j115 1, 13 1232 612/77 ^3, 5b 724 6211130 1.04
CD PI 1472 lIl/49 1.09 360 271191 1, O1 456 245/24 D. 59 60 1D5 I, 75
Mission Ec3,uip. 294 294 I. OD 1192 I192 1. OD 967 967 1. DD 690 69D I. 00
i l03 2030 1.84 3782 4571 1, 21 4745 448D 0.94 2324 2819 1.21Dry Weight
Propellant 60 110 1.84 145 175 1.21 66 62 0. g4 405 491 1.21
Wet Weight 1163 2141 1. 84 3927 474b 1.21 4811 4543 0.94 2729 3310 1.21
NOTE: Std/Non-Std, Add together for weight factor calculation
lIncludes 160 Ib of dry propulsion.




Table 5-3(a}. Subsystem Weight Factors (Low Cast}
(Weight in kg}
i
SEO EOS OAO COM
Item Base LCR tl ^ Factor Base LCR Factor Base LCR Factor Base LCR Factor
Struct, & Mech. 60 570 9, 45 392 1007 2.55 517 1212 2, 34 204 b98 3.42
Environ, Cont, 5 33 b. 64 50 68 1.36 45 5D 1.10 34 45 1, 33
AC5 32 184 5. 82 1052} Sq 2, 80 60 286 4. 75 91 116 1, 28
S&C 62 66 1, 07 88 9b 1, 08 325 154 0, 47 57 IO2 1, 79
EPS I4I 257 1.81 376 902 2, 44 559 758 1.36 328 508 1.45
CDPI b7 77 1. 16 163 104 0, 64 207 141 0.68 27 20 0, 75
Mission Equip, 133 195 1.47 541 541 1.00 439 844 1. 93 313 342 1, 09
500 1382 2, 76 1715 2807 1, b4 2I52 3445 1, 60 1054 1831 1.74Dry Weight
Propellant 27 74 2.74 66 70 1.06 30 145 4.83 184 314 1.72
Wet Weight 527 1456 2 . 76 1781 2877 1, 62 2162 3590 1, b5 1238 2145 1. ?3
L Low Cost Reusable
















SEO EOS OAO COM
Base LCR 1 Factor Base LCR Factor Base LCR Fa CYDT Base LCR FactorItem
Strad, & Mech, 133 1256 _9.45 865 2220 2.55 1141 2675 2.34 450 1540 3.42
Environ. Cont. 11 73 6. 64 110 150 1, 36 100 110 i. 10 75 100 1.33
ACS 74 407 5,82 23fl2 196 2,80 133 631 4.75 200 z56 1.28
S&C 136 i45 1.07 195 211 i, OS 716 339 0.47 125 224 1.79
EPS 312 566 i. 81 830 1990 2, 40 1232 1671 1.36 ?24 1120 1.45
CDPI 147 169 1, lb 360 230 0. 64 456 310 0. 6$ 60 45 0, 75
Mission Equig, 294 431 i, 47 1192 1192 1.00 967 i862 1.93 690 754 1.09
1103 3047 2.76 3782 61 $9 1.64 4745 759$ 1. 60 2324 4034 1.74Dry Weight
Propellant 60 164 2. ?3 145 154 1.06 bb 320 4. $5 405 692 3.72
Wet Weight 1163 3211 2.7b 392? 6343 1.62 4811 7918 1.65 2729 4731 1.73
1 Low Cost Reusable
2lncludes 160 lb of dry propulsion
„.
ci'^	 ^ _	 ..
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weights decreasing with increased subsystem weights. This is a logical
trend since a higher overkill would be expected for small weight subsystems
as a result of standardization. A linear fit to the data points was then
made and the equation of the line derived. The subsystem growth factor
can be determined directly using the baseline subsystem weight without
rxiakirrg a subsystem similarity selection. The four reference satellite
subsystem. weights and growth. factors determined by this method are Are-
s ented in Table 5 - 4T.
5. 4	 SATELLITE SIZING (DIMENSIONS}
A method for sizing a satellite which was used in the low»
cost satellite study involved the use of a characteristic density curve
based upon satellite designs and apre-selected shape. Amore general
method was desired for the standardized subsystem rrxoc^ule study, i. e. ,
one which does not require apre-selected shape. The method selected
makes use of the number of "average" modules in the synthesized satellite.
A review of the modules of Study 2. 1 was made and an
average module determined. The average module has a volume of 0.22 m3
(7.85 ft 3 } and weighs b4.5 kg {142.2 lb}, including the module structure.
For comparison, a similar review was made of the Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company (LMSC} low-cost nzod^sles and the average 	 ^.,
low--cost module was found to be 0.29 m 3 (10.2 ft 3 } and weighed b9.4 kg	 ;^.
{l53 1b}. This was as expected since low-cost designs relaxed weight
and volume constraints. j
The: number of modules in a synthesized standardized	 ` .
module satellite was determined by dividing the spacecraft equipment 	 "-.: ^^
weight plus module structure weight by the average standardized module 	 `= ,,
weight. A configuration based upon a standard module size of 51 x 7b x	 s
7l cm (20 ^: 30 x 28 in} can be determined which wall fit in an envelope 	 -
,I





















Table 5-4(a}. Standardized S^.bsystem Module Study	 ,;
Subsystem Weight Factors (Weight in kg}
(Factor Calculated by Formula}
s
ti










Struct. & 14fech, 60 23b 3.92 392 503 1.28 517 538 1.04 204 426 2.09
Environ. Gont, 5 23 4. b4 50 49 0.99 45 53 1. 17 34 42 1.24
ACS 32 66 2.0? 105 79157 1.30 6D 106 i.77 91 132 1.45
gg^G 62 103 1.67 88 146 1, 65 325 494 1.52 57 95 1.67
Eps 141 217114 1. 64 376 346147 1.05 559 290136 0.58 328 318/65 1. i7
GDPI b7 14128 1.37 163 109136 0. $9 207 126113 0. 67 27 42 1.56
Mission Equip, 133 133 1.00 541 541 1.00 439 439 1.00 313 313 1.00
500 884 i, 77 1715 1913 1. 12 2152 2095 0. 97 1054 1433 1.36Dry Weight
Propellant 27 48 1.77 66 74 1. i2 30 2^} 0.97 i84 250 1.36
Wet Weight 52? 932 1.77 1781 1987 1, i2 2182 2124 0.97 1236 1683 i. 36















Table 5^4{b), Standardised Subsystem Module Study 	 .,





SEO EOS OAD COM
Std. Std. Std. Std.
Item Base Sub. Factor Base Sub, Factox Base Sub, Factor Base Sub. Factor
Stxuct. & Mech. 133 521 3. 92 865 11I0 i, 2$ I I41 1186 1.04 45 a 439 2.09
Envircn. Cant, li 51 4. 64 I10 IDg 0.99 100 117 1. 1 ^ 75 93 1, 24
AG5 70 145 2. D7 230 1741 P2 I. 30 133 ?35 1, 7? 200 289 I, 45
S&C 136 227 1.67 195 322 1, 65 716 1089 1.52 I25 209 1.67
EPS 312. 48i/31 I, b4 83D 764/104 1. 05 1232 640179 0.58 724 701/144 1.17
CDPI 147 139/62 1. 3? 360 240180 0.89 456 27q/28 0.67 b0 94 1.56
Mission Equig, 294 294 1, DO 1192 1192 I. 00 967 967 1 . 00 690 690 1.00
Dry Weight 1103 1950 1, 77 37$2 4221 1. 12 4745 4620 0.97 2324 3159 1. 3b
Propellant 60 lOb 1.77 145 162 1, 12 6b b4 0.97 405 55D I. 3b
Wet Weight 1163 2055 1.77 3927 4383 1.12 4811 46$4 0, 97 2729 3709 i. 36










4.4 m (14.5 ft) in diameter and 0.9 m (3 ft) long for up to 20 modules.
For more than 20 modules a configuration of the type shown. in Figure 5 -G
should be considered and the envelope length increased by 0.9 m {3 ft)
for each layer of modules. The mission equipment length, obtained
from the GDC»SSPDA report {Reference $), is then added to determine
the total envelope length. The spacecraft shape can be rectangular (file
drawer-type) or circular (donut},
This technique of building spacecx • ai;, of standard-sized
modules allows the configuration to be corripatible with mission equip-
ment and servicing on. orbit.
Some conceptual configurations are presented in Figures
5^4, 5-5, and 5- b. Figure 5-4 shows all the modules facing in one direction
with the mission equipment mounted on the opposite side. The satellite
in Figure 5-5 shows the modules facing from the sides with, mission equip-
ment on the top opposite the adapter ring. Some mission equipment
could be mounted facing dawn. Figure 5 -b shows a configuration of layers
of modules with mission equipment on the top.
Another possible configuration (not shown) is one where the
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Figure 5-5. Satellite Concept No. 2 Using Standardized
Subsystem Modules
	









Figure 5-f^, Satellite Concept No. 3 Usi:^g Standardized
Subsystem Modules






























^	 ^	 ^ 1
•	 NASA /MSFC is currently using aweight-estimating computer ^
Cprogram in their capture/cost analyses which was developed by Aerospace. ^	
1
;.
' This progxazn maiCes use of growth formulas and subsystem growth factors ^	 ,,
to synthesize curxent design modified for reuse, low-cost expendable, and
reusable satellites by applying these factors to subsystem weights of the
;. baseline satellite. 	 Study 2.2 was to add to this computer program the capa-- ^	 '.^-
bility of synthesizing a swandardized subsystem module satellite using a
"° system similar to the method for low-cast satellites. 	 No changes were ?	 ^^
made to the	 ra ram used to estimate wei hts far the three satellite t 	 esP	 g	 g	 YP ^	 y
rrzentioned above. 	 The rrxodifications to the pxogram were changes in the
printout format and the addition of two factor methods discussed in Sections
f
5. 2 and 5. 3 for weight estimating. 	 A sample printout showing the results
#.^ for the four reference satellites and five example satellites is presented in
f Appendix B. ^	 ,'
The five example satellite programs selected for dexx^on- ^
^. stxation of the weight and coat estimating techniques were selected from the
^
;




	 Solar Max Sat
PHY-2A	 Gravity/Relativity Sat
NEO - 6 	 Tiros
EOP- 9	 Magnetic Monitor Sat `-
NND-5	 Foreign Connsat
The selection was made on the basis of the various combi» ^:,
nations of reference satellite subsystem types selected by similarity and ;"	 3
using a variety of pxogram types, i.e. , NASA astronorx^y, physics, earth ..'












The first modification to the printout format is the addition
of a column for standardized subsystem factors which are input as a table
in the program. and used as in the low-cost configurations by subsystem
similarity selection. When the alternate method is used for calculating the
growth factor by equation, the resulting growth factor is printed in this
column. A second rn.oaification to the printout forxxxat adds a column of
standardized subsystem weights, total dry weight, ACS propellant wet
weight, adapter weight, and total launched weight. Envelope diameter and
length, mission equipment length and diameter (mission equipment dimensions
are obtained from the GDC-SSPDA report, Reference 8), and number of
modules have been added to the format.
A new algorithm was developed for calc^rlating the structure
weight as a function of equipment weight. The formula was obtained from
a TRW modular design of the L^SCS-ll. It was determined that the average
module structure weight was -0. 157 times the equipment weight in the module.
The NRU (space frame) structure was 0. 157 tunes the total equipment and
module weight. Therefore, the total structure weight is the suxri of the two,
or, structure weight = 0.339 (total equipment weight).
The environmental control system weight algorithm. was
changed to 2-1/2 percent of the total spacecraft weight. This algorithm
is used in other synthesis programs. The other configurations rrsake use
of a scaling factor based upon satellite external ax ea. However, in order
to remain more general in application, no shape is assumed fox the stand-
ardized satellite, only an envelope. The 2-1/2 percent factor was added,
therefore, to the programm.
The other addition to the program was to add the equations
for the subsystexx'x growth factors which are discussed in Section 5. 3.
These additions have been made to the weight-estimating
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7. COST ESTIMATING METHOD
Far payload cast estimating purposes, MSFC is using a	 i -
computer program {PALCM) originally developed by The Aerospace
Corporation and subsequently modified by MSFC. The program deals
with four types of satellite designs: current expendable, current reusable,
loan-cost expendable, and low-cast reusable. To give greater flexibility 	 °.;
to the cast model, a study concerning cost estimating of standardized sub-
systems has been undertaken. Standardized subsystems can be considered
surrogates for standardized m.o^3ule design. concepts; accordingly, the cast
model = s usefulness was extended to on-orbit maintenance modes of operation.
The objectives, methods, and results of the study as they refer to cast
estimating procedures are presented in this section.
7. 1	 OB3ECTIVE
In essence, the primary goal of the study was to develop
ways of estimating the effect on cost of the adoption of standardized modules
for use in a current design reusable type of satellite. In the interest of
economy, the concept of cast factors has been adopted and is applied in
much the same manner as low-cast factors are used when, low-cost designs
are considered by the cost rr^adel. Far example, tables of factors can be
stored in the program and can be called up in the same way that low--cost
subsystem factors are identified and used. Such procedures for imple-
menting standardized subsystem cost estimating result in mininnal changes
to the PALC1vI program. The application of factors also allows the use of







7.2	 PROCEDURE FOR DEVELOPIlVG FACTORS
The first step in the development of cost factors was the
preparation of cost estimates for baseline {B/L) and standardized {STD)
subsystem designs for a series of pertinent satellites. The satellites
selected were EOS, SEO, OAO, and Comsat. In the second step, a compari-
son was made of standardized and baseline RDT&E and unit costs far each
selected satellite subsystem to obtain a set of subsystem. cost factors.
Next, the factors in tabular format {exactly the same as that used for the
low-cost factors), together with a procedure for identifying standardized
designs, was incorporated in the PALCM program.-._ . Finally, the procedure
was applied to a sample of five satellites and a comparison was made with
othex design concepts such as low-cost or current reusable far ground
refurbishment. The major steps mentioned above axe considered in detail
in the following sections.
7.2. l	 Baseline Cost Estimates
The PALCM computer model was used in conjunction with
the refexence satellite weight and performance data, as shown in Table ?-1,
to produce baseline cost estimates for the SEO, EOS, OAO, and COM
satellites. Table 7-1 contains the results of the PALCM output by RDT&E
and first unit cost and by subsystem, for each of the reference satellites.
Values for the electrical and TTBLC subsystems on OAO are excluded
because the weights of the standardized modules were substantially below
those far the reference satellite and unrealistic factors would therefore
have been generated. As an alternative, the average for the other three
satellites was used as a factor for these particular OAO subsystems.
{Note that the same phenomenon occurred in the original development of











Table 7-I, Baseline Subsystem Costs for Reference Satellites
{Millions of 1972 Dollars}
w
Subsystem
SEO EOS OAO COMSAT
RDT&E Unit RDT&E Unit RDT&E Unit RDT&E Unit
Structure I4, 394 2.958 19. 9?9 4.484 21.034 4. 857 17. 603. 3.744
Electrical 7. $70 1.301 10.095 1. 744 NJA N/A l4. 041 2. 620
TT&C 14. 684 4, 910 30, 504 12.537 NJA N/A 8.222 1.795
Stability & 26. 354 4.977 44, I79 10. 523 b4.408 lb. 818 53.560 13.443C ontr o1
N/A =Not Applicable
a	 ^.	 ,,.	 ^	 ,,,	
r
^w
7. Z. 2	 Standardirc^c4 Suhs y:,te.rn hDT &E Cost Factors
The same PALCNf program was used to develop RDT&E
cost estimates for the STL) subsystems, except that i3z addition, factnrs
were applied to each subsystem to reflect (1) the STD vs peculiar split,
(2} the antic.:^.ted number of programs sharing the subsystem, and (3)
the average percentage of component cost per subsystem versus the
total cost of the subsystem (including system related costs). For example,
if on the average 50 percent of KDT&E cost for a particular subsystem is
attributable to component cost, if the 5TD portion of the new subsystem design
is 80 percent, and if the subsystem will be shared with ten other prabrams,
then the resulting "savings" would be 3b percent ^9I10 of $0 percent of
50 percent} and the factor to apply to the STD sui^system cost estimate
would he 64 nercGnt (i - 0.36}. If costs for tizc STD subsystem, ^E^ithout
sharing, we're 25 percent more than the. baseline subsystem cost, Ene nc^t.
e;feet in the example above would be a STD factor of 0. $GO to be appli^^cl
to the naseline cost estimate.
Froze past satellite programs, it has 15een determined that
coz-npor^,ent cost versus total subsystem cost averages out to be as follows:
^7trurtlzie	 52 percent
Electrical	 37 percent
T'i $z C	 4 8 percent
Stability and Control 	 41 percent
To r_alculat^^ the sharing of subsystems, the DARES printout for the October
19 t3 rti:ssicrii model was rc:viewcd to det^°r^nine the number of NASA and
nc^n -N11S.A Z^r^,^;rams that identified selected subsystems sinziiar tc^ the
subsystem ii, any of the four reference satellites. The numbur of programs
found to share A^:.^, S3cC, CD PI, and EPS s:^bsystems is tabul.'^tc^d in

















Table ?-2. Satellite Prograrns Sharing Subs ystern Modules






SEO EOS OAO COMSAT
ACS l2 5 I3 29
S&C l3 l5 8 9
EPS 15 5(l} 18 8
CDPI 25 4 6 5(I}











The standardized portion of each subsystem was found
to he as follows:
Subsystem SEO EOS OAO COM
Electrical 0.452 0.885 N/A 0.840
TT&C 0.693 0.751 N/A I. 000




Standardized Subsystem Factors for Unit Cost
The PALCM program was used to generate first unit cost
for each standardized subsystem. Factors were applied to the STD unit
costs to give effect to quantity production. Data needed to develop such
factors included {l) the STD portion of each subsystem mentioned above,
{2) the learning curve to be applied to that STD portion, and {3) the quantity
of new satellites that conceivably would be using the same particular
subsystem. The learning curve selected was a 90 percent log-linear
cumulative average function. The quantity of satellites was based on data
in the previously mentioned DARES printout, used in conjunction with the
payload laanch schedule from the October 1973 Space Shuttle traffic model
{Ref. 7, Section IO) to obtain a module count of all new satellites launched.
Tabulated results are given in Table 7--3 far the four satellite programs.
Tht_ results of the calculation: described in this and the
proceeding section are shown in Table 7--4 and cover RDT&E and unit cast
factors to be applied to baseline cost estimates to pxoduce standardized
subsysterrt costs. An estimate for ground support equipment {GSE) is
also provided and is based on an average of the RDT&E factors, exclusive
of structure, far the subsystems of the reference satellite. Note that
factors for structure are higher than the other subsystems, due to the Lack






SEO EOS OAO COMSAT
ACS 33 12 24 98
S&C 37 37 l5 47
EPS 50 3 39 z9
CDPI 54 9 10 36
fable 7-3. Satellites Using Standardized Subsystem Modules
Based Upon 1973 Mission Model Traffic
(NASA/Non-NASA Programs)
SEO EOS 0:40 COMSAT
RDTS:E Unit RDT &E Unit RDT&E Unit RDT&E UnitSu6systenz
Structure I, 00 1, 33 0, $3 1, 13 0, 78 1, 01 0. 87 1. 1$
Electrical 0, 75 0, $7 0. 96 0. 94 0, 84 0. 83 0. 63 0. b8
TT&G 0.55 D, 75 0, 51 0. 79 0, 56 0, $8 0. b1 1. 1D
Stability & 0, 7b 1.07 0, 84 0, 88 0, b2 0, 85 0.51 D, 55
Control
System
GSE 0. b9 N/A 0. ?7 N/A 0, b7 N/A 0, 58 N/A
/r1 =Not Applica^^le
.^
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rCOST MODEL PROGRAM MODIFICATION
As previously discussed, one of the objectives of the study
the implementation of standardized subsystem cost--estimating procedures
he e^sisting s-ALCM progxars^, with a rr^inimunz of changes or added
complexity. Because the 5TD factor method considered i.n this section closely
parallels the PALCM treatment of low-cost satellite designs, the program
was easily modified. First, a change was made to the satellite input she^,t
to use "S" rather than "L" {in column l8} as the satellite type identifier.
Next, the table of factors, from Table 7-4, was placed in the program in
exactly the same format used for the low-cast factor table. Finally, the
output was changed so that "standardized" rather than "low cost" was used
fnr various titles.
7.4	 APPLICATION TO SELECTED SATELLITES
Five satellites from, the October 1973 mission model were
selected for testing and analyzing the application of STD factors. The
,: ^ ,	 satellites are listed below with their DARES identification code and the
4	 C
`""^	 baseline {current expendable} weight.











EO-6	 b41	 (1, 414}
Magnetic Monitor	 EOP- 9
	
^, 72	 ( 380}
Foreign Comsat	 NND-^5	 336	 ( 74l}
The outcome of applying the STD factors within the PALCM
program is shown in Table 7-5. It can be seen that the standardized results
are lower in RDT&E cost than, those for expendable designs in all cases,
lower than CDR in most cases, and usually higher than LCR. A similar










Tab.ie 7-5. Comparisons of Cost for Selected SateJ.lites
SOLAR MAX SATELLITE GRAVITY - GRADIENT TIRDS MAGNETIC MONITQR FOREIGN COMSAT
CDE I} CDR LC.4 STD COE 1) CDR LCR STD CDElI CDR LCR STD CD£ 1) GDR LCR STD CDE II CDR LCR ST6
RD7kE
Structure 19 16 11 15 T 8 9 5 4 4 5 T 1Z 12 7 12 7 B §
Electrical T fi 5 6 5 4 3 4 7 b 4 d 6 5 4 5 6 fi S 5
TT&C 19 9 8 14 -- -- -- -- 7 6 7 7 fi 5 4 3 5 5 5 5
Stab, k Contr. 47 35 32 39 32 ZS 25 20 21 16 15 18 16 15 it 14 24 20 15 IS
(8T) (65) (561 (T4} {941 (37] (321 {Z9} {44) (39) {31} {3B} (40} (37} {2b} (34) (k2) {39) [Z9) {35}
UNIT
Structure 4.3 4.6 3 . 1 k.4 0.7 1 . 3 0.5 0 . 6 1.Z 1.7 O.B ].Z 2.d 3.0 i,4 3.4 .q 1.4 0.5 ).2
ElaetrlcaI i. 1 1. 3 0.9 0.9 0. a 0. 9 0. d 0.7 1, I !,	 1 6.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.0 1. 1 0. B 0, 9
TTIeC k. b 4, 6 3. fi 4. 6 --- --- --- --- 1. 4 1. k 1.4 1.4 0, 4 0.9 0, 8 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Stnb. ^ Caner. 11.4 1 i.5 9.4 14.1 b, 9 fi. 9 5.9 5.4 3^ 6 3. 6 3.0 3, 2 2, 1 2.1 1, 7 1. B 9.5 4.5 3. d •1.8







8, ALTERNATIVE COST-ESTIMA'T'ING METHOD
From th° discussion iri Section 5, it appeared that the initial
method used to estimate weight Changes for standardized subsystems con-
tained certain deficiencies. The xxxethod developed to counter the draw-
backs observed relies entirely on subsystem rather than satellite types
for applying adjustment factors. For cast-estimating purposes, a similar
reorientation is needed, i. e. , reference satellite types ^SEO, EOS, OAO,
and Comsat} are no Iarzger used to identify cost factors. Moreover, cost
factors make up only one of several steps in the estimation of cost. Many
of the details needed to develop the alternate method, however, caji be
taken directly from the initial work.
8. l
	 PROCEDURE
The first step is to identify the average standardized {STD}
versus non-STD split for each subsystem. Next, the average sharing of
programs by subsystem is estimated -- to be used for RDT&E sharing
calculations. Similarly, the tr^tal avexage quantity to be bought for each
subsystem is derived -- to be used in learning curve adjustments for unit
production. Finally, the component versus system oriented cost is needed,
and the sarsae figures used for the initial method apply. All of these data
are contained in Table 8 - 1. In addition, the table contains factors that
are derived from the data.
At this juncture in the discussion, it should be noted that
the PALCM program has not been modified to automatically praducc cost
estimates required by the alternate method. For the current study, all
estimates produced by the PALCM program rely [,n manual (namelist}
inputs. Accordingly, to eliminate extensive manual inputs, the following
steps must be taken to provide PALCM with an automatic feature. First,






Subsysterr^ '	 ^1on -STD RDT &E prod, Percentage RDT&E Unit
Structure NJA N/A N/A 52 1. as 1.00
Electrical 0. 885 10 30 37 0. 7I 0. 64
TT&C 0.838 10 27 48 0.64 0.67
Stability & 0. 950 10 38 41 0, 65 0, 60
Control
GSE_- ...... .-- -- -- 0.66 ---
__	 .
needed; recap. that the previous method requires only baseline design.
data. Such information must be an input eithex alorsg the lines of another
DARES deck or a routine must be built into the PALCM program similar
to that described in Section 5 for the alternative weight-estimating program.
Secondly, the factors shown :n Table 8-1 must be programmed into PALCM.
Next, a means of flagging STD design satellites must be incorporated on
the payload input sheet -- the same flag previously mentioned could be used,
i, e. , ors "S" could g^ input in column ? 8 or column 24. Finally, PALGA^
must be modified so that it treats the STI) weights as if they were re^.^:,r. i..:4
designs and apply the CERs and stored factor:-, directly to the weights.
An exception should be made in the case of the electrical subsy:;tFz^«. If
the wattage does not increase for the STD design aver the baseline design.,
but the weight does, a means of estimating the higher cost for the STD
subsystem must be incorporated in PALCM.
For the current study analysis, the electrical subsysterrs
has been considered to be a CDR design for cost-estimating purposes.
In such a method, the STD weight is compared with the baseline weight
and an additional cost factor is automatically generated within PALCM.
The outcome of applying the STD factors ^vithin the PALCM
program is shown in Table 8-2. The values shown represent outputs based
an namelist (manual} inputs. RDT&E cost estimates for STD satellites
are generally lower than CDE or CDR, but are higher than LCR; unit costs
generally show little reduction aver CDR satellites and are higher in several
instances.
8.2	 OBSERVATIONS
The alternate method of estimating the cast of STD subsystems
relies on, average values for subsystems and differs from the initial method
















SOLAR MAX SATELLITE GRAVITY -GRADIENT T[RO5 A4AGNETlG MONITOR FORS[GN COFtS^T
CUE 1) GDR LCR STD CDE I] CDR LCR STD CAF E) CDR LCR STD GAE 1) CDR LCR STD CDE 1) C17R LCR STA
RAT&E
Structure l4 !6 ll 15 7 B 3 10 9 9 5 10 12 ]2 7 12 7 8 4 9
Electrical 7 6 5 5 5 9 3 4 7 6 9 5 fi 5 4 5 6 6 5 5
TTdG 19 9 8 7 -- -- -- -- 7 6 7 5 6 5 4 4 5 5 5 3
Sia6, 6 Contr, 47 35 3Z 33 32 ZS 25 Z6 Z1 l8 IS 15 16 15 11 l2 29 20 l5 ES
(87) {6G} (5fi1 (60} (441 (371 {32} (40} (94J [39) (31} [35} (40} [37) (26] (33) (42] (39} (29) {35)
UN4 T
Structure 4. 3 4. 8 3. I 4. 5 0, 7 3. 3 0, 5 2, 0 1.2 1, 7 0. B 1. 9 2, 6 3.0 E. 9 3. Z 0, 9 L 4 0. 5 L b
ElectricaE t, 1 1.3 0.9 E, 0 0 . 9 0, 6 0.7 0.3 !. I 1. l 0, 6 i.0 1, 0 1, 0 0.8 1,0 1.0 1, I 0.8 1.0
TT&C 4. b 4. b 3.6 4. 3 --- --- --- --- I.4 l.9 E. 9 2, Z 0, 9 0, 9 0, B 1. i 0, 6 0. b 0, 6 0. 8
Stab. & Goatr, ! l.9 11. 5 9.4 10.6 6, 4 6.9 5.9 8. 0 3. 6 3. 5 3.0 3, 6 2, 1 2, 1 1. 7 2, 3 4, 5 E	 9, 5 3. 6 {, n
(21.41 [22,Z] (17.0] [20,5] (6.9} [9. l) (7, 0) (10.81 [7,31 {7.8] [6.0) (8. 7) {6. 6} [7. O) (4. 7} {T. 6} (7,01 I7, b) [5.5} -lh.ut
1} Baseline
iJ^
both methods show savings in RDT&E over current design type satellites;
however, unit casts exhibit littJ.e or no decrease. Such an outcorrie is
expected because savings associated with quantity production fend to be
offset by the b:raader requirements inherent in STD subsystems. The
potential £ar savings is ex^.hanced, however, because the on^orbit servicing
made with STD subsystem n^.odules should produce substantial reductions













9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to provide NASA/M$FC
with the capability to include standardized subsystem module satellite
types in their capture/cost analyses of future mission models. The
results of this study are additions to the satellite weight-estimating com-
puter program and payload cost--estimating program which provide this
capability using a system siz^v.lar to the rnethod currently in usE for low-
cost design satellite configurations.
The following conclusions and recornmendations result
from the study.
1.	 The two growth f^.ctor synthesis methods pxavide
logical configurations for satellite type selection.,
The standardized subsystem configuration is
generally heavier than the "current design modified
far reuse" and lighter than the "law cost" configuraw




If the method which depends upon a subsystem
similarity selection (i. e. , the subsystem is similar
to one of the four reference satellites) is used, care
must be exercised in the subsystem similarity selection.
If the baseline satellite subsystem weight varies
greatly from the "similar" reference satellite sub-
system. weight, the synthesized subsystem will not
represent a standardized subsystem when the v'eight
anal cost factors are applied. This method is not
recommended.
The alternate method, which determines the growth
factor as a function of the baseline subsystem weight,
provides a larger growth factor far small subsystem
weights and results in a greater overkill due to
standardization. No subsystem type similarity




































`	 4. It is recommended that the application of standardized i+
- subsystem factors be limited to satellites which have
^` baseline dry weights from about 317 lcg {700 lb) to
2, 94$ kg {b, 500 lb). 	 The .lower limit is based upon
a minimum nuxnbex of six modules {two ACS, one f
EPS, one SAC, one CDPI, and one solar array). ^	 '	 `'^
The upper limit is an estimate based upon the refer- i
:E ' ence satel^.tes studied. ?	 .
5. It is not recommended that standardized subsystem
s ' growth factors be applied to spin-stabilized space-» '
craft, since the inventory of modules was obtained




`:	 6, The standardized satellite design approach applies -"
_ to satellites maintainable on orbit or retrieved for
ground maintenance.
7. The design concepts are general, not tied to specific
packaging ox orbital maintenance concepts. `
4i
8. Standardized satellite cost reductions over baseline
^	 ,
satellite costs are significant. -L11
q. Standardized satellite cost changes relative to current -
design reusable spacecraft depend upon the satellite
studied, and on the average show a rriodest savings. "'
10. Standardized satellite costs relative to low^cost
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`I'aE^lr. A-l.	 Standardized Subsystem Modules
Attitude and Velocity Control Syste^xx
Weight {kg)
Module Moclule
Code Name Item Component Qty Item Total
AVCS-2 Reaction A Reaction Wheel 1 $. Z 8. Z
Wheel B Wheel Electronics I 1.4 1, 4
(l0 ft-Ib-sec) C Magnetometer (3 Axis) 1 3.2 3, Z
D Amplifier I i, 4 1, 4
E Coil 3 4. b i3, 7
F Remote Terminal 1 2, 0 Z, 0
G Power Conditioning I 2. 0 2, 0
Cabling AR 5.0 5.0
Connectors AR Z.0 2.0
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0 5. 0
Structure AR 17, 0 l7, 0
TOTAL: ^0: 9
AVCS--3 Reaction A Reaction Wheel 3 24.5 73.5
Wheel B Wheel Electronics I Z, 7 Z: 7
{10 ft - Ib- sec/ C Magnetometer {3 Axis} I 3.2 3,Z
wheel) D Amplifier l 1.4 I. ^
E Coil 3 ^. b 13. 7
F Remote Te^rznina,l l Z, 0 2. 0
G Power Conditioning I 2, D Z, 0
Cabling AR 5. 0 5 , 0
Connectors AR 2.0 2.0
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0 5. 0
Structur^: AR 17.0 I7.0
TOTAL: I
AVCS-4 Control A CMG Wheel 1 6$, 0 68. 0
Moment B Wheel Elec#conics ]. 4. 5 4.5
Gyro {Double C Torquer,Daxz^pex &Resolve Z 4, 5 4. 0
Gimbal} D Magnetometer {3 Axis} I 3. Z 3, Z
(500 ft-lb-sec} E Amplifier 1 l.4 1.4
F Cail 3 4. 6 13, 7
G Remote Terminal 1 2, 0 Z, 0
H Power Conditioning 1 Z, 0 Z, 0
Cabling AR 5, D 5, 0
Connecters AR 2. 0 2, 0
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0 5. 0










Table A - 1. Standardized Subsystem Modules






Code Name Item Component Qty Item Total
AVCS-5 Sen;^ing A Au^c Electronics Assy (AEA} 1 4. 5 4. 5
B Rate Gyro Package 1 1.4 1. ^
C High Alt. Horizon Sensor 1 5. 5 5. 5
D Sun Aspect Sensor 5 Z. 3 11, 5
E Remote Texxninal 1 2.0 2.0
F Powex Conditioning 1 Z, 0 Z, 0
Cab^.ing AR 5.0 5.0
Connectors AR 2.0 Z.0
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0 5. 0
Structuxe AR 17.0 17.0
TOTAL: 5 5. 9
AVCS-5A Sensing A Au.xElectranics Assy (AEA} i 4. 5 4. 5
B Rate Gyro Package 1 1.4 1.4
C Low Alt. Horizon Sensor 1 5. 5 5. 5
D Sun Aspect Sensor 5 Z. 3 11. 5
E Remote Terminal I Z.0 2.0
F Power Car`lditioning 1 Z. 0 Z. 0
Cabling AR 5.0 5.0
Gonnectars AR 2.0 Z.0
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0 5. 0
Structure AR 17, 0 17, U
TOTAL: 5^. 9
AVCS-6A Sensing A Aux Electronics Assy (AEA} 1 ^. 5 4. 5
B Gimbal^ .ed Star Tracker 1 18, 1 18. 1
C Low Alt. Horizon Sens ox 1 5.4 5.4
D Sun Sensor 5 Z. 3 11. 5
E Remote Texxninal 1 Z, 0 2. 0
^' Power Conditioning 1 Z.0 2.0
Cabling AR 5.0 5.0
ConnectoMs AR Z.0 2.0
Environmental Protection AR 5.0 5. 0
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'	 Table A-1, Standardized Subsystem Module;;
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AVCS-7 Hot Gas A Nitrogen Tank (7. 5--i^^. OD} 3 2, 3 2. 3
Propulsion B Start Valve 1 0, 5 0, 5
(N2 H^ q. ) C Regulator Valve 1 I.8 1.8
Small Tank D Terrzperature Tranducer 2 0. 05 0. 1
E Pressure Transducer 2 0.05 0.1
F Hydrazine Tank (i5-in OD} 1 4. 0 ^. 0
G Latching Valves 2 0.5 1. 0
H Thruster (0, l lli) 4 0. 9 3, b
I Thruster (5, 0 lb) 3 I. ^ 4.2
.T Remote Terminal I 2.0 2.0
K Power Conditioning 1 2. 0 2. 0
Cabling AR 5 , 0 5. 0
Connectors AR 2.0 7..0
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0 5. 0
structure AR 17.0 17.0
TOTAL; 50. b
AVCS--B Hot Gas A Nitrogen Tank (7. S -in OD} I 2. 3 2. 3
Propulsion S Start Valve I 0.5 0.5
(N2H^) C Regulator Valve I 1. 8 I. $
{Large Tank) D Ternp;,xature Tranducer 2 0.05 0.1
E Pressure Transducer 2 0.05 0. 1
F Hydrazine Tank (2^- in OD} I 11.0 11. 0
G Latching Valves 2 0. 5 1. 0
H Thruster (0. I lb) 4 0.4 3.6
I Thruster (5.0 lb) 3 1.4 4.2
^' Rem.oi:e Terminal 1 2. 0 2, 0
K Power Conditioning 1 2.0 2.0
Cabling AR 5. 0 5. 0
Connectors AR 2.0 2.0
Environmental Protection AR 5.0 5. 0


























Code Name Item Component Qty Item Total
GN-1 Ir^tertial A Control and Readout l 1S. 1 1S. 1
Measuring Electronic s
Unit B Three Rate and Rate 1 18, 1 1S. 1
Integration Gyro Assy,
C Three Acceleroxnetry 1 9. 1 9. 1
Assembly
D Power Conditioning 1 2.0 2. 0
E Remote Texmi^ial 1 2.0 Z.0
Carling AR 5.0 5.0
Connectors AR 2.0 2.0
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0 5. 0
Structure AR 17.0 17, 0
TOTAL: 78. 3
GN^2 Guidance & A ,input/Out T.Tnit ^. 3. 2 3. z
Control B Memory Unit Z 3.2 3.2
Processor
Assembly C Arithmetic &Control Unit 1 3.2 3.2
D Power Conditioning l Z.0 2. 0
E Remote Terminal 1 2.0 2.0
Cabling AR 5.0 5.0
Connectors AR 2.0 2.0
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0 5. 0
Structure AR 17.0 17.0
TOTAL: 42. 6









Code Naxxze Item Component Qty Item. Total
TTC-I Telerr_etry, A Transmitter(C Band,O, 1W} l 2.0 2. 0
Trac: tcing & B Receiver tC - Band} 2 ^4, 0 $, 0C ornrxzand
C Signal Condition 2 2. 0 4. 0
D Horn Antenna {C-Band) I 2, G 2, 0
E Diplexer 1 I, 0 1. 0
^' Hybrid ^. 1.0 1.0
G Power Conditioning ], 2. 0 "L, 0
H Remote Te^^rrzinal 1 2. 0 Z, G
Cabling AR 5, 0 5. 0
Connectors AR 2, 0 2. 0
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0 5. 0
Structure AR 17.0 17.0
TOTAL: 51, 0
TTC-5 Telemetry, A Transmitter(S Band, SW) 2 2. 0 4, 0
Tracking & B Receiver (S-Band} 2 4. 0 8, 0Command
C Signal Condition 2 2. 0 4. 0
D Baseband Assemhly 1 1. 0 1, 0
E Omni Antenna (5-Bandy Z 1. 0 2, 0
F Diplexer 1 I, 0 I, 0
G Hybrid 1 1.0 l.0
H Power Conditioning I 2, 0 2, 0
I Remote Terminal I 2, 0 Z. 0
J Recorder ^l^ l } 1 7.0 7.0
Cabling AR 5.0 5.0
Connector AR 2. 0 2, 0
Environmental Protection. AR 5.0 5.0


















Table A-3.	 Standardized Subsystem Modules




Code	 Name	 Item Component Qty Item Tata1
TTC- 6 	Telemetry,	 A Transmitter (S-band 8'JIT ) 2 2, 0 4. 0
Tracking &
	 B Receiver (S-band) 2 4.0 8.0GonZmand
C Signal Condition 2 Z. 0 -1, 0
D Baseband Assembly 1 1. 0 1. 0
E Dish Antenna(S-band, 1. 5'} I 1, 0 1. 0
F Omni Antenna (S-band) 1 1. 0 1, 0
G Diplexex 1 1, 0 1. 0
H Hvk?rid 1 I, D 1, 0
I Power Conditioning i 2. 0 2, 0
,7 Remote Terminal 1 Z. 0 2, U
Cabling AR 5, 0 5, 0
Connectors AR 2, 0 2. 0
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0 5. 0
Structure AR 17.0 17.0
TOTAL: 5^k, 0
TTC-8	 Telemetry,	 A Transmitter (S--band, 40W} 1 ti, 0 8. 0
Tracking &	 B Receiver (S-band) 2 4. D ^3. UCommand
C Signal Gondition 2 Z, 0 ^. 0
D Tracking Circuitry 1 2, 0 Z. 0
E Tracking Ant, (S-band, 1, 5'} 1 3. 0 3. D
F Omni Antenna (S-band) 1 1, 0 1. 0
G Antenna Drive 1 Z. 0 Z, 0
H Hybrid I 1. 0 1, 0
I Power Conditioning 1 2. 0 2. 0
3 Remote Terminal 1 ^. 0 2, 0
Cabling AR 5. 0 5, 0
Connector AR 2, 0 2. (}
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0 5, 0
Structure AR 17.0 li, (}
TOTAi,: E>2. 0










Narr^e Item Component Qty
Weight (kg)
Item, Tatal
DP- 1 Data A Program Storage Memory I 2. 0 2. 0
Processing
B Data Bu y Processor 1 4.0 4. 0
C Data Stoz^age Memory ^. 3.0 3. 0
D ^/O Processor 1 4. b 4. 6
E Power Conditioning 1 3.2 3.2
F Gabling &Connectors 1 8.2 8.2
Connectors l 2.3 2.3
Environmental Protection I 4.5 4. 5





Code Name Item Component Qty Item Total
EPS-lA Battery A 6 AH Battery 2 7.2 14. 0
B Charge Controller 2 4.5 4.0
Cables AR 3. 0
C onne ^ for s AR 2. 0
Structure AR l 7. 0
Environmental Protection AR 5.0
TOTAL: 5 0. 0
EPS--1C Battery A 6 AH Battery 6 7.2 43.0
B Charge Gontroller 6 4.5 27.0
Cables AR 8. 0
Connectors AR 5. 0
Structure AR 17. 0
Enviran^rx.ental Protection. AR 5. 0
TOTAL. 105. 0
EPS-2 Battery A 50 AH Battery 2 47. b 95. 0
B Charge Controller 2 4.5 g.0
Cables AR 3. 0
Connectors AR 2. 0
Structure AR 17. 0
Environmental Protection ^xR 5. 0
TOTAL: 131. 0
EPS-3 Solar Array A Motor i 9. 0 9. 0
Dr. B Engage Mechanism 1 14.5 l5. 0
Cables AR 3. 0
Connectors AR 2.. 0
Structure AR l7. 0
Environmental Protection AR 5. 0
TOTAL: 5 l . 0
This appendix contains a connputer printout o£ the satellite
weights generated by the syntkesis methods discussed i.n subsections 5. 3
and 5. 4 of this report. The four reference satellites are listed first,
followed by the five selected examples. The data resulting from the use
of the subsystem similarity selection process (buildup) appears on the first
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_emu qET:^-T^"^.-__ --_--^-. -^^-._ ._ ^^^ __ ^.,_
CREH EQUIP. 8L G.Oq	 O.DC 3.09 3. D.DRY WEIGHT u.GO	 D.q:. 3.00 4745. 5318. 7II67. 75DB. 44BOn
5. E.P.	 PROPEL_. u.C3	 G.J: v. CO 3. q. D. q . L.
--- :iA7^i FRUPz{.L.	 --- _ _ -^.^li,`-^__D^T -..-_^:GfT-- -^--^^^------------^__- -^---II-;--- _ _ _ -	 --ATT.	 CANT.	 PiOP. u.is0
	 0.0 C J. Ot] 6a. 74. 164. 174. 2.
HET HEIGHT 'J .G3
	 8.0E G. BD 4811. 5342. 7231. 7b82. 45L3.
.	 A7AP7'£R"3^f£TG^T - -C-^fti-	 u.T^--i^.-DIT- " ^_^3a:^""""'--_2T2:`^- --T^i`g.---Ste+._-"_ _^^SU:`-^.^PALLET HEIGHT s.;)5
	 1).06 D. 40 7. D. G. J. 0.
LAUNCrE	 WEiG^VT ^.D3	 0 .33 0.0q 49u7. 565 3. 7375. 7835. 4bg3.
LENGTH	 {FT.i i7.D 17.7 17.b ig.4 O.D
liIAMET: R	 {FI.) 7.6 7:9 14.7 14.7 1O.0____-_	 .-_--_
-	 -
-_ --^^'-853.B-^TL.II^`-32T5<^- .^.D. _-W^_
DENSITY
	 tLB/CU.F7) 5.2 6.2 2.4 2.3 p.L^
SAFELLITc LIFE 1.5 1.^ 1.7 1.7 i.a
i^tEAN I1I5S.	 DURATION 1.8 1.0 i.q 1.0 ?.D
THICKNESS	 {IN.I .il685 .07+1 .gB13 .7847 .0543
STR. FACT. .311 .311 .383 .461 .334
60057. UTAH.	 {FT) 18.0 14.7 14.7 ik.l 14.7
-	 - - -	 - - - - ---- - -
--"^-is^ =-^--Lam:-TFT T----	 - -	 - -- - ------ _ _ .	 ----_-	 - -	 ^:^ ----
HISS,	 E6t.	 UTAM.. { F T) 4.D
SAT.	 ENVEL p FE LG.) i2.i!SAT.	 EvdEL p PE	 DIAti.f 14.5
-	 -	 -	 - - ---	 ---- -
_.._-.
-- _NUt3$EF ^F -rtTUU UC-ES7 - . ..-- -- - - - _	 -	 _ - -	 _...






DOE	 NU'18E:{	 t 13%. CaH
-	 -	
-	 --- ---
Ek = 7.3565 78/26/74




- 9.-fii^	 - - _.	 -	 ... - - -
	 -	 -_. _. ^- _ -^..
ITEH
--





 ^7iGT0^`'n - - FACT"Jf^ . iiET^iT CUA?ENT H`IGHT -	 EiEIG^T STAHDgZDSTRUC7U^2E COH ii,	 l.u^ _	 .SU8S1^T^ _ENVl^iON.
	 CDNT.GUIII.	 NAV
	 ^ STAB. - CJ!!







IZG	 -^ L•, 22^,4. 0,
_	 -II.	 0 . P: -^;ELECTFcICAL
COH





-x:75"- __ - -bJ-- -




RESI OUAC$-	 - -- ^^_
--__.-emu
	
5.0 ^ i.GOO.Gd b9 7.3. b9G.0. 752. 752. b9G•CF,EH EQUIP.
BL
^.^1T--_.-lr.^t--^
u,Lu	 D • q^
-.b:IIO -----









2324. 2b5Z. 3896. 4351, 2819.HAI7^t-FR^FELt:- . -ATT.
	 CONT.
	
Pt{DP. 4^-.-"-Z.1TT-- 3. u0D-I-^.^ D..__.fl_.------ DD- G. --^^'-------^ 0. p•G.UG

















^__. _ ..tSZe ------1^-._	
--LAUNCH NEFGHT


























































---	 _. _ _ _
	
_ -_._ .------	 5AT. £NV^I.OP^ DIAH.!
	 !4,


















CC1C1E	 NU^98ER	 i 3. A5T-3 X7$!26/74Ix = 1.33i^
IY_-_.IZ. _ - ----- -- ----- 4 ,	i	 ----._ --A @ ..pC CDST
D
ITE?{ 3A5F = xPtNCI ^rU5E SiANO. CUFcZENF •1DD ExPcNp P.EUS- STAN©4tD
-	 - -- -	 -- -- ---"FA^^- FACT^F- - FZiC"EUt^ -- 7^i 'ET^si"^-GUFc2ENT `"HET6'^iT TiQ^GaT-__ SU85^T: ---
STRUCTUCiE CIAO 1„	 1.^G 1.0 [ Q. DD 1CD^7. ],311, 3.370. 1535• a60.ENViRC1N.	 CCINT. OA CI 5	 5.12 5.37 I.i3D G. G. G. 0. D5.
-. -G:7T0.-^f'^fi: ^'ST38.- --."IviT^^^'^35 --- ^Ei^-fiTQ.---^^---^^: ---^^5'e ---
S.	 E.	 P.	 C1tTY	 d T . u.Cu D.+7i. ^.Gu 0. u. D. $. {3 n
C1RY	 PFiCIPUL5I0N 1.(l.i 1.+1 i u. U^1 D • G • ^' S! o 92^DkY	 ATTIQ.	 C pVT. r05 3	 1.2$ 1.20 S, E4 5]. 36. 49.
^. €]r P`: ^.-- - ---5^5-T --S";^ ^_"3=:D-^--^8^ - - ^^-; ---_ .I^r^_.- _I^5T^:	 -" IS"^r: _ __^^_^. ^._
ELcCTkICAL OAO 2	 1.4y 1,44 .5b 350. 410. 504. 504. (^945.MISS.	 EgUIPt^ENT SEO 2	 1.47 1,47 2.00 945. 9+^: 238D90 13809.LANUER Cs .(iG G n 0 { D. CD D. fl._ _
_.--RESI^II^S ^` J.U,.
_
-U.^i U. '^.i.^-._.._."^i-^^ --(^ ----^o	 -
GftEK EQUIP. BL i,.uJ D.00 J. J9 0. 0. D. J.
C1RY	 NEIG	 T G.4J O.DC G.7d 2488. 3365. 45080 4170 32800
S.E.P. PK p PEL_. u.8„ O.GC J.^O 0. D.
_ "HAIT) PkZC{Pc^C. -- ----C^^iu "'- _ --0'^^T.^^W-Ti-.-^^_--..^`^IIo_ -___ .6 .^ _ ^ ^^__ _-__.^
^J	 ATT.	 COMT.	 P$DP. {..{!D D.00 0. 00 1D]a lips 223• 23'3• 11:0.
^	 HET HEIGHT a.3d 0 .0 is D,ild 3G8y. 3417. 4229. 44x6. 3a 9v.
^	
- - -	
..TtDAPTEr^ ^ .	 u ^ rtT . v ^ -	 • u w . o	 _--LTO-; _-_^2^ _
PALLET HEIGHT u.GG D.e}c u. SD 0. 0. D. 0• a 0
LAUNCH HEIGHT d.u^ O . dC a3. DG 3192. 3741. 4347.	 _: 4527._ 353x.
ENGTH	 (FT.) B.D iD.3 11.7 12.D O.D
€]IAME{'ErZ	 (F T.) 4.G 5.2 11.7 12.7 10=D_LL_	
• 1	 -^, ^..,....__.-'r^^2^^i^
_
^N.3 s ate_.. _._--
OENSiTY	 {LB/CU.FTf 16.1 16.1 3.4 3.3 D
^e11SATELLITE LIFE ?.0 2.0 3.3 3.3
H^Afa Hi S5.	 DU{<A TI ON 2 . 6 2.6 2.6 2. v 2.D
THICKNESS	 (IN.) .6517 .0563 .6624 .0635 .D^36^
ST R.
	
FACT. .479 .479 .479 .535
BGCIST.	 [}IAM.	 (FTf iG.t7 14.7 14.7 14.? 1+a.7
MISS.	 = 4.	 CRAM. {F T) 6.0
SAT.	 tN 1fELC1PE LG. ) 7.0
547.	 E^1VfuUPc" UTAM.) 14.5


















- -^}^ ^ IY -^ --	 - ...-	 --
- 3.4331 _ .-	 -	 -	 - - -	 ^ -	 -- -- -
_DH ^J5t
ITcH BAS"t =xPENO	 REU5E	 STAND. Ci}F2ENT '160 = XPENQ i2EU5E STANDAZD
_	 _
__ -	 ___-
_ F31CT0r^T f'iiT`,TGK -- 	-F'AC't'Jt^__ ^^>h1T
_
CUfiQwNT^ H,ITittT^ ^ BEIGart'^` ___S7J95f^3i-
SrRUCTUKE UAD 10 1.uG	 1.OG	 4. C0 70. 109. 1313. 1872. 3^7.	
•ENVIRUN.	 CQhT. p4D 5 2.88	 3.41	 S.uO 50. 62. l44. 17u. 1.	 `'
-	 GJID. NAV. {^TA3: cD^ 3---..^7	 -^----^r^-7----- L^95 -	 ---^^_ _ ^0^	 ._ .._23. ' Z3. --- 98^-------.S.	 E.	 F .	 CiiY	 HT. i;.^„	 O.Ot	 17.00 u. u. ^. ;. 0.
DRY PhGPULSIDN 1.Od	 S.BC	 :;.^ti ,7. ^.
395.
-
44.DkY	 ATTID.	 COPT. CDit T 1.20	 1.2B	 1.04 40. 47. 499.
i:LECTkICAL OAO 2 i.a4	 1.44	 .56 263. 274. 374. 3fi7. 25^.MISS. EQUIPNEVr 5Eq 2 1.47	 1.47	 1.00 25^. 27u. 367.
LANDER L.GO	 0.^,,	 u.00 u. 0. 0. u. 0.
__	
^saD^a^s-- _____.-__ -tom----o-:v^	 -'^:^ ----1;--__^.n
--
--^; - --	 a-:------^-^^_
CREW eQUIF. 8L U.uU	 G. +7 C	 0. GF1 ^ • 0. ^' 885.DRY HEIGHT v.u4
	
O.d.	 u. u0 T23. 952. 2617. 330.
5. E.P. PROFEtL. 0.6d	 ti . G^	 0.+70 9. 0. 0. 0. 0.
b1	 ATT. CDNT.	 PRDP. ...GG	 D,06	 U.Ou 300. 355. 1815. 2295. 367.
^	 HET NEIGHr u.GO	 A.00	 O.OG 102u. 1207. 4432. 56D3. i252.
- ^rffAPT^F} 3iETGiT--^ _._- .-_--____^.,^_-._	 .	 ^0- `--^3': - --- 13-g; - ---g^g;-- ---1i2: _` 0^." .-_ -`"`
PALLET HEIGHT ^.Ua	 0.01	 G. 00 u. 0. 0. 0.
LAUNCH HEIGHT u.Du	 G .O.	 L.OU 1u EB. 1345. 4521. 5715. 1362.
LENGTH	 tFT.l 12.0 13.3 16.2 20.6 0.0DIAMKT.k CF T.] ^T.fi 8.4 14.T 14.7 10.0
-- - --_. 
_ -
	 _..^ _ ---
-------
_____^tiJtfiE:- TtCYJ.-f`T^7--- -	 -.-'$33:x.-'- - ^146^__._2T#^^ -`_3473:^i`_. --0-^--- -----_	 .
DENSITY	 iLe/CU.FTf 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 0.0
SATELLITE LIFE 1.0 i.0 1.7 1.T i.0
;iEAN MISS.	 DURATIDN i.0 i.G 1.0 1.0 1.0
- 
____ .-- - --- -	
- -..^- -
-^ QiSPT: tEi^EG7tt -#P`r7-_' `_ ^ . - --^ ^; ;'r - - - -3.1 -_ --_	 . 5_ ..._ _ ^^^_^__THICK N =
 55	 tIN.1 .0400 G470 .0665 .OT^B .0400
StR. FACT. .774 .U74 .421 .502 .339
BUDST.	 UiAM.	 tFT} 1u .8 14.7 14.7 1+.J 14.7
>i15^.	 EQ.	 OIAM. tFil 4.0
SdT.	 CNVEi.OPE	 LG.7 6.0
SAT.	 ENVELOPE OIAx.} 14•.5
__ _-
	
- - - --- -- -- -








^	 ^^ 0 p
3.3 3,3 2.fl














_.	 -.	 - --- -- -may = ^[ =- _ - _ -	 - -	 -	 - - 4:7fiIT ^;'W CO5T
















-	 --- -_ -- - -- -^u-cT^ ^cTO^- _^ACTt7iZ - -frE









ENYIR ON.	 CONT. -OAO -^E65 5	 _ 1.23	 1 .
34_






^_ _ -^^^. --
B.G6ID. HAY- f ^TAE:^ fS.	 c.	 P.	 DRY HT. ^..Gv	 D. D ^ cl. CD D •G. D. ^•
3.3. 0.
DRY PROPULSION CO^^
1.Dfl	 1 . 0 C
7	 1.Z8	 1.28
D. ^01. P.9 53. 57•	 . _..^^^.__.-__^^!- -- 54._-.^-^-----ORY	 ATTaO.	 CDVT.
- -----
----^^ _._..^^.^-_-__^..;--^^
-	 ^.- ^: ^: r- -
EL^CTRICaL OAO
^-----^^-




5$8• 58Q^ 580. saga










CREH EQUIP. BL u.GJ	 u,GC













^D._•,_T-_- ;^__ _ -.-	 9y--^-__._--. --
^	
MAIN PROPENE
e^.GD	 p.flC 3. DD 90. 2a2. 229.ATT.	 CONr.	 FRaP.
^
^	 HET kEiGHT G.uu	 D.0 [ il.04 _ i360. i575:
19kG.
u.
2192.^  ^ 1485.^^_.,_^„_-





_'-U:u[^0. u0 ^.0 . D. fl. fl. 0.
LAUNCH xEIbHT 	 ___	 -^- 1.•Gu	 G. ^ G	 -O. GO	 1415.	 1727.
LtNGTH	 [FT.) 15.0 i^.4
aEN5TTY	 [ LBICU . FF)
z,Q 2.QSATtLLITE LIFE
MISS.	 DUhATIDN 2•u -^!^
------	
,9cAN	 _-
___ ._ _ -^. _ -.-_----
TriICKHE53	 [ IN .1









ITEH BASE ExPEt)D REUSE STAND. CU f.2 ENT NOD 'cxPEND REUSE STAHDAZD
--	 .	 -	 -. - ._._- ^_ --F^iCT^iT_ FACi`U^--. _ FACTOn __^^T- ^UR$ENT" HE`LGFF'E -- ^E?GHT - -S{]B$Y5T':_ ^.
STRUCTURE 5E0 10 i.CJ 1.u3 eI.UU 4T. 237. 232. 325. 11^^
EtiVIRON.	 CO^vT. SEu iG 1.66 1.85 S.flG i. 6. S. 9.
-	 GUI D.	 N71V :	 } 's'f'l6: - c-OS ^ 3^ ^^;;,^ _.__. r38-_._r ^.- _ __ ^__ - _ ^' _ .5^.	 _	 .. ^^_- ._ .^s__..___.
S.	 £.	 P.	 DRY WT. L.Gu U.JE J,GG fl. fl. u. U. 0.
4RY PKOPUL5IDN 1.G^ i.iei G.Gd ]. G, D. U.
DRY ATTID.	 GDrT. EIS 3 1.28 1.Z8 1. E4 23. 25. 3U. 35. 33.
---- ^.^ ET: 'P.^I. _	 ._ __ _.-'__5"E•^^'-T28-^^^^-_I:-ff3-- a. --^^.--- ---k^^ - t^^-- --
ELECTkICAL SEO 2 t.81 1.81 1. r 6^. 70. 118. 118. lik.
HIS5.	 E gUIFHEri7 EOS 1 1.Uu I.00 i . UD kD. 40.
4U.
4D. 4D.
LANOER '.OU U,DL 4. CU G. 0. U. D.
-' - R^c SI CEU7^L5 - - 	 ----- - ----^•-^,-.T, si -- -^^ ^ - - - u : ^- - - - _jam---- - --fl ^ - -^ ^ --- -- -^;-- -- -	 --Q;•-^--^- ._..-__
CYCEW	 EgUIP. 8L ^.uir D.DC ^3.GU ]. 334. 529. 62^. 476.DRY HEIGHT i..Gb D.00 G.GG 2b3.
5.-E.P•	 PROPELS• ^.Oli U.UC u.^U 0• 0• D• U. Us
--^,f1i2N FRtTFEt^ -- . ET"-^i.iT"L--i^ffd--^D._:_...w_---	 --52
- - 1-p; -- - *,^-^ ---^----^. ----
ATT.	 CONT. FRDP. U.La D . 0t J.I^U 41. 162.
WET HEIGHT G.GQ U.01' a. 4U 38k. 385. 665. 789. 550.
- _-_
.
-RtTAPT ek-NE2G^i'f---- ^v --- ----g-. 3T-.- ^LII---Ti : _.I.B'^._ _.-_.^7.r^ -----173: _ _ ^	 .
PALLc7 WEibNT 6.GG S.UG u.OG 0. U. 1i. u. fI.
LAUN CH WEIGHT ^,.GJ O,UC U . UU 38]. 559. 842. 968. 661.
LcNGTfi	 {FT.f
DIAt4ETE & {FT. ) ^.0y.5 4.^$
DENSITY	 {LS/CU.FTI ^.9 4.
SATELLITE LIFE 10.0 10.
MEAN y I 55.	 DURATION 1.0 1.




8^305T.	 OIA^1.	 IF T) 10.0 i4
HISS. E	 DIAH.IFT)
SAT. cN ELOPE LG.}
SAi. ENVELOPE DIAH.1









7	 14.7 , 14.7 147
2.8
14.5















COOS	 NUHB^R t 5. Nt^ p-5 38/26/74
IX = .6fl7^
LOH CDST
ITEM 9A5E_- ExPENC_ rZEUSE	 57AN0. GUFRENT `!^0 £%PE NO_ REUSE STANOA2D
-	 _	 .._	 _	 .	 . -	 -_-----
_ -- ^-A^GTa*^ ^ a^cro^ ^ ^AtT^^ __ -taE^^fr ^cr^t^ x_^GT^T ^{^Gar- -^trast^5'r:
STRUCTURE 5E0 lu	 i.uu	 i.fl+.	 u.BG 137. 227. 538. 816. 226.ENVIR CtJ,	 COf^T. SEO 1u	 1.77	 2.il 6	 1. Cp 17. 19. 30. 35.
- --
- --	 G uiD .- ^f AV : ^ STfi3.-..-5^`2__^"3TT-^.: 07 "-` "^: IIE- - - -^-- ---y 
4: "`	 7 g,"- -	 7s^-- ---Y52:
5.	 E.	 P.	 ORY	 HT. 1..uJ	 fl.a^	 @.LU a. fl. C.p. 0.fl.ORY PF,OPUlSIO' i
OnY ATTIO. CONT. C0^1
1.Up	 1.06	 u. U p






_	 _ 12k.	 ____ 4 4 ._	 __
-- 
-C. [}. ' P . ^	 -_-"_ ^Ci4^_..--^^ i7^	 - -- 1iFIT- ^. T^2'Ei: 3^4. ^6.E:.ECTRICAL SEO 2	 1.81	 1.81	 1.75 168. 179. 30 w. E94.KISS.	 EOUiPl4E!1TLANOEft COH 5	 1.69	 1.D9	 1.60La flfl	 A.D6	 d.flp 81.p• $i.0. 8$.8 n 88.G.__- 81.8•
CREW Et}UIP.
ORY HEIGHT
BL C.Lil	 6. fl6	 t3.fl0
L.flv
	
fl . dC	 7. p0 p.5b3. fl.654. fl.1164. p.1463e 8.909.
S.E.P.	 PROPELi.• u.Gu	 O.Oe.	 u.JG ps p• 0.__ d. C• ------ .^
^
















'-' HET YfEIGH7 u.Gu	 0.00	 17.00 670. 806• 1617• 20320 1121eO
--	 A 0 A7=TER	 tai ^fT ^i u o	 -""-8 ^ 5 i -Vim`-`^""81^.`^ TTU : " --Tr►3i o •
PALLET HEIGhT L.dO	 O.pC	 G. 174 D. 0. 0+ 0. 0.
LAUNCH _41EIG HT 	 __i _ J.G3	 0 . 0 6 	4. U0 734. - _ 976. 1760.- 2193. _ 12320









8.OENSTTY	 {LB/CU.fT} 3.3 7.^SATELLITE LIFE 7.fl 7.p 11 .T 11.7
e^ BEAN NI S5.	 OUftATIUN 7.0 7.0 _..._-7.0 -_. 7.0 7.0












. 499 •fi58 e339900ST. [}iANe	 {f 7} LO.p 14.T 14.7 14.7 14x7
._^iaTf---^.
^
t^ MISS.	 EQ.	 DIAM.{fT} 5.37.0j ^ aAT.	 ENVELOPE LG.} 14.5
^ ^ _-- - ------ -----
--- SAT. ENVELOPE DIAH.1
- - ---- ---	 - ---- --- - --- _. - --	 _ ^ _ -iae35- -- __ _.;,^ d^ry ._	 - -.^ '.HI}TJl	 -- ---RU^HBEfT.}L^S1W









,ODw	 NUMBEr^	 t a.	 5E p 98/26/74
IX = .7839








	 FA^TIIfi	 FACTOR Tiif-I:aRi'	 -CtF32^EN'f -^t£FtiHT_ .- ^iE^G}iT 'StI85^'^`S`.
STRUCTURE SEp 1^ 1.Uu	 1.,7C	 u. 6G 133. 261. 757, 998. X21.
ENViRON.	 CUNT. 5E[. 1G 2.3D	 2.6t	 1.uB 11. L2. 25. 14fi. 51•GUID. NAV.	 } ST'4H. 5.0 _2 - Lv^	 _ Z:II7 _	 1. ET 133: 136. -	 r46:	 -- 22f:P.	 OT;Y	 HT. G.dG	 G.G ^	 3. CD G. U. D, J. D.p i^Y oROPUL5I0N S.t,,r	 1.G(	 D.^u fl. G. Q. J. D.
DRY	 47TID.	 CD+t7. SEO 3 1.ZB	 1.28	 2.GT 77. 9fl. 43. 48. 145.
^.	 [1:
	
Fr: T,- - - -- -- - -SEQ^-- ZZg . __. ^_2: Z8	 -^ :-37`- -T4T . - . -I ►^ . - ^ BB.^_ _ x ^ ^ _ w ._2^1 ^ ...	 ---
ELEC7kICAL 5E0 2 1.81	 1.81	 1. E4 312. 334. 565. 565. 57.2,
HISSe EQUIPriEYT SEO 2 i.kT	 l.kT	 1.813 294• 234. 432. 43P. 29+s.
L4NDEF, u.D3	 G.1]fi	 U.GG 4. G. 0. D. 0•
RESIIIVALS-	 ..- ------u.0 - -V:^t-	._-u.Utr______._ g._-__-- Q^---- --^^-. _. _ ^ _	 _._ ^ _ _.
C4EH EtlUIP. BL ^.Gd	 D .O C	 13. 1.^ 3. 6. D• D'DRY HEIGHT x.50	 G . OG	 J.l7G liL3. 1265. 2155. 2464. 195.S,E.P.	 PROP ELL. b.0^}	 D.BC	 O.GD G. D. (E. D.
^	 ^HA^lY PHtnPEt't ----- ---G^^----^QC ^ _D".^Q^ - --fi g -- --- ^-,-----p; - - ---^------^-.. __ _
ATT.	 CUNT.	 PLOP. ^.Gu	 D.GC	 G.OG 63. 65. 196. 219. iDb.^	 1
'-°'	 1{ET	 ►!EIGHT u.Ct3	 O.D ^	 u.GG 1163. 1333• 2352. 2623. 2056e
^	 -	 7147YPTfR'TrfETfat31`---- ^	 u	 ---^'.Vt- -"_13":ET^""-...---^'t.	 ---t3II^-- --*6ty^. -Y7'^^---- ------4^ -
PALLET HEIGHT v.80	 G.GC	 13. G0 0. B.
LAUNCH HEIGHT ^ . GO	 u. ^^	 d.up iZ35. 1513. 251 T. 2BGd. 2157.
t.EN6TH	 (FT.f 7.D 7.3 8.5 9.1 g.4





-----^IICUr4	 ^ .	 .^- -- -'"23rV ^ -T5Ti-.^ _.. X9.3 ^ T^'S5:^^----^-p	 -
DcNSITY	 fLe/C U. FT} R.5 6.5 k.3 4.5 0.11	 rSA TELErITE LIFE 3. G 3.a 3.3 3 . 3 3.0	 ^'
HEAR Hi 55.	 DUicATX pN 2.D 2.0 2.G 2.3 2.0
----	 -	 _ --_.._ -
	
- --------- ^1TAP^fi:^t^b-T#f-^^i`7 -^_ -' -2.5T --ti; ^- -_ ^ -3; ^. -- ^:8- -2:3--- -	 I
THICK E5S	 (IN.) .G4DB .64013
•D4T7 .614 ^^3345TR.	 ACT.BUDST . DIAii. 	 (FT1 .1291 0.0 .12914.7 14.7 14.7 14, 7
__-
_ ._ . ^..	 .
-- ---- - ^II:^.-rtFS7^-_._^ -.__ ^- - - -- ------... _ .	 __ ^^
'i^SS.	 cQ.	 DIAM.(FT) ► 6.6
SAT.	 tNVELOPE LG.} 16.iSA7.	 cNUEL p PE DiAH.) 14.5
_	 ..	







,.,,^	 _	 ,. „ _, ;,	 -	 ,,,; i.,.	 +.



























	 2EUSE sTaNn. CUR3ENT yQD
L4C CAST
STRUCrt1r7,E tACrIIrZ	 FA'CT'{1F FA^T^FT- -pEj-,}i-r ^URiENT cXPEND^'F&1{T- kEUScFiEi,rT.	 -- STAriD420
--	
ENVIP.DiY,









865.f1il• ] 240. l7G3. 2L97.
Sp-g	 3
1110,S .
	 E .	 P .
	 OR Y H T .DRY PF,O P ULSIOV
3_..._.._
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"aHT1iE'I CUJZQEN7' H=YGHT HEIGHT SITQ$Tjj^
E'VVIRON.
	 CCJf^T, DACJ	 iCDAU
	 5
1.l7u
	 l.fli	 fl.Cu2.31	 2.48	 1. U0 1141. 155. 2flJ13. 2425. 118fi.GUID.	 NAV.	 f 5TA3:S.	 E.	 P.	 ORY H7. DAU	 1 -i:15	 _.11^	 1:^ ifl3._ 71^, ifl8.71'6:.. 231.
-H23. 823.D ►iY	 PRDPUL.SI3N C.OU	 G.0 ^	 ^7. GGi.Ud	 1.^6
	 fl. Ga J. G. G. C. 1it89:U `DRY ATTID.
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i.flG
u.Gfl
	 S.flC	 ].uG p, 1937.0 1876. 1876. 967.CREH EQUIP.
qRY HEIGHT










•G^	 O.uC	 O. CuG•Uti	 G.G 4745. 5318. 7067. 7508, 462G.PfAIiV FREiPEI^^ --- C	 u. aG_	
-
G• 0. D. 0. Uo^	 ATT.
	 CDNT.	 PR3E^. ^	 ^^u.fl0
	 fl.0 {	 D. Cfl --^- -6b. -_-^.; .__--71s, 164.p,.--_-Q.-174.
.__,Q ^ ^^
^	 FJET	 HEIGHT
~	 '^ --^A^T^^F-ice G.Gu	 O.UC	 u, G3
- - -^ 4811. 5392. 7231. 7682.
64.
468k.W	 PALLET H E I G h T u .	 . 8- L-	 g ;-Qp-----c.^J;
	 fl.G ^	 Go,,. --^Jt; . -`- --Z T ^'-.-^.4fi- 3^s 4: - - ^	 r..
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	 HEIGHT--._















-	 - - - - 
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^EN6TH	 IFT.)
DI AHE TER IF7.) s^ .07.b 17.77•.9 17.6 13.4 D.flVutU:1^ICU:-F1'.7_ _ -- - - _^..._7T1"e
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s 3 e.	 caa
ax = 7.35b3YY = ^ = _. - - 9.-bid
LiEt^ 2A SE c%PE,tvO :Ci"USE STAND. CUFRENT__
---F-A-CT '0 rte_ ^ Y1 GT^^c _°. FA-CTD R-- --	 T^IEI'a`HT"-T'.
STRUCTURE C:DH it 1.Gu l.ilC 4. G0 450.
EAIUIRDN.	 CDhT^ % OM 18 1 , 54 1.74 1.41} T5.GU'xB. I+TAV:	 ^ ^TA3. CST -7 X79-- -- I:T^
---^T^T'-"_ X25,S.	 E.	 P.	 DRY WT. ^.4u O.dG 0.00 0.DRY PF;DPULSIDN i.QU i ell'C O.u,i D.
-_	
4RY ATTID. C04T. GGM 7 1.28 1.28 1.45 2bC.C.	 C1.	 P:	 I.	 __ .	 _ ^z1 .^. - e7S	 __ _ -;T5 - --1 ; -cam --- ----60-;-_:_..ELECTkZGAL CDM 7 1,45 1.45 1.17 P2:a.MISS.	 EgUTPM^ rif CDM 5 1.09 1,89 1.IiG 653+LANDER r: sL4 {1 .0 [ ©. 40 # e
GREW EQUIP. BL %.Gr; 11.il [ 0.00 11	 .ORY WEI6riT v.Lu 9.0 C 9. i10 232a.S.E.P.	 P fsRPtL_. ^.^L Q.00 1}.110 4•
_ TTA3:lV fRl9PCCC.f -.-.^_-,^ -- -- --^i-c !TQ-_ __.,_17`i`Cf"^._^--._ _..^---
^	 AtT.
	 GDidT.	 P^9P. 1..CG Q.00 il.s7G +s05:
~'	 WET HEIGHT 4.Gd O . ilL ,2.^0 2T2J.
i
I:Z
PALLET	 HEIGHT	 C-^;	 Q.Oil	 O.OtI 0. D. G. +^0. yVO.
Ld1^MCH_SiETGfiT 	 _ ---__-- t.u^ -4__C . Oi;__- J. GO 27 8. -_ 3255. 5127. 57 28. 3648.
^tNGTH	 { F T.1 11.G 11.5 12..8 13.6 0.0
- ------_^__	 _	 L1TAMcT^R (fT.l 10.Q 10.4 i.2.8 13.6 1{I.a_
DENSITY	 {LB/CU^,FFf 3.2 3.2 3.>} X2.,30SATtLLIT'e LIFE T.5 7.5 8.3 8. ^.5
_-.	 ...	 ----	 ___.____-_	 s4EAIv	 Ma SS.	 DUfiATIDN
._	
__-_
5.i3 5.0 5.1t 5.J 5.0
"A^T^^1G'fib^" FT7_--.._^-----^--_ Z-.-^._.^ -,^--- ___^^ --
-^-----
STRC%FAGi^CilV.1 .fl505 ,0555 .0673 .0737 .0502197 .197 .411 .5u1 .339
-_	 _-	 __ __ __	
3DDST . DTA#!. 	 [FT1 1G.0 14.7 7. 4.7 110-.7 iu. T
--._	 --	 -- - --2;0 ------
bISS.	 EIS.	 L1IAH. {F T!
5AT.	 ENVELDPE.	 LG.1 5;a
5AT.	 cNVELOPE DIAM.)_ 14.5
_
_- ^-gZ _-	 -- -
coo=	 rru y if^^	 _ ^. asr -3 ^a;'zei7^Ik =	 +.3313
4DH COSTA t3 C D
I=ERi B4 SE E"sPE1iD	 REUSc
	
STAND.	 CUk$ENT yDp E%PEND f2El15E 5TAN8^2D
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CREN E(^UIP. BL ^.GJ	 O, A G	 u.0f!	 ]. D. Q.
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CDO^	 NL^H6GR	 ^ Z.	 SHY-2A 38/25/74IX = 1.58E}2
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STpND42D
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3 6. NEO-6 I ^ 78/2h/ltiT
^,36G3
! AN CUST
A s3 C O
ITe y 9ASf EkFcNO	 2EUSE	 SFAN^. CUk;ENT i0O E^(PENp REUSz 5TAHp4;p
-	 - -	 -- -- '^ACTO^	 FACTDn	 FACT?R- ^lEl^iiT CUR;EVT ^TSHF - REIGTT SU$STST:
STRUCTUr2E OAO iu	 1.^1,	 i.At	 d.OG 3uJ. 43G. X39. 859. 7D0.
ENViRDN.	 CGNT. OAO 5	 1.23	 1.34	 1. Gu c1, 0. 0. ;.. 49.
GUTD. MAg : f ST4B. - ,DS _3- ^_ 	 - aZd._	 "L:78^	 i.Et! _	 _ Fr7._ b^. 6^. 55-. IU^^ `5.	 E.	 P.	 pRY Hr, t,.^J	 D.0 E	 0. GG ^3. v. u. u. 0.
pF,Y
	 PicDPUL5IDN 1.u^	 3.0^	 u.Gb D. D. G. ^. D.
D{cY ATTID,
	








^- - 79: -- ---EL£CThICAL DAO 2	 i.44	 1.44	 1.71 25G. 590. ggj; 36G. 428.HISS.	 "e^UIPii=r1T EDS 1	 1.0G	 1.G^	 i.7D 58D. 58^. 580.LAIVUER o.uL	 G,O^	 ^7.d1 7. u. G.RESI pZnttS _	 ____ -- -----^ __--^.^^^--- u:TET ----ff;- --- II- . - •----G; - C^-	 _ ----"iT^^ ^-GR£H *QUIP. BL ^.L,r	 C.Gi	 u. CB G. G. L. u. D.
DRY HEIGHT x.00	 G.O[	 U. 00 1293. 1473. 1738. 1.963. IBk6.S.E.P. PROPEL-. 6.Ou	 D.JG	 d.GJ 0. D. 0. u. 0.
^
'-'RAIN -i7RBPcCL-^ - _ .. - ---^T:^-__-^.II^- - U ^'11G --- - -^-; -__ -- ^ ^ - _
__ - 
^-; - - -Q^ _ -----^.	 --- -
' AFT.	 GONT.	 PZOP. "uQ.GO	 0.8u	 O.L 90. 132. 202. 229, 129.
I
Y NET HEIGHT u.lrG	 0.0C	 G.DO 1380. t5T5. 1946. 2192. 3974.
-	 ^] _ _ _-R7AR'E`EK-tt£I G>#f - -- ,.-('ice-^^v- ----- s^:II7_^ -_-^5-__..^x -^_ _	 Z^- i , --- I2g,--------^1^.	 ---PALLET WEIG+^T x.00	 0.0 (	 al.uG D. D. p. D,
^^" LAUNCii NEIGtiT	 --	 ^-_
-




1727. - 217611+	 _2321. - 21185. ,}^^




^_VG1.^I°tc,tC•U'+"F?-Y-._	 ----6II^^_ _ oBS.fi_ ^_3^i$t'T-- 958.$-- ----p-,y1-----	 ^:OENSITr	 [LBiGU.FT) 2.3 2.3 2.3 Z.3 G.D	 }:
'- SATELLITE LIFE 2.0 2.0 3.3 3.3 2.p	 -
MEAN liI55.	 DURATIUV 2.0 2.,i 2.0 2. 0 2.G	 #
_ _ . - .	 _. _ ^ ^ ^_ - _^ - _ _ _- ^--f^A^t^-N^fit#-tF T7 -_ __ Y ^.-. ^2-- .....-2^- _ -	 . Z_ ^ _^..^^.--
iriICKNE5S
	 [IN,I .G4u0 .0436
'G491 ^g6+k .D^39STR.	 F4GT. .278 .278




-- -------.___. ^____- .__^YI^iS-.---EB:^:--ff^i - - - -- --	 --	 -_ -_---___ - - ----^^---^
'1155.	 c 3.	 s7lAK.1FT1 4.4
5AT.	 cNVELOPE LG.i 5.T
' 5AT.	 ENVELOPE OI4 y .1 14.5
__	 _.._.	 _.	

























n 	 ..rid,..:..	 o
^L
CDDE NUMBER t 9. e^P-3 38/26/74
Ix = .ifi53
--Iy.-_ ^°_--	 ._ _... -	 _c: -
_aw c^ 5r
A a o
ITEH 3AS= ExPL,yO 3EUSE STANK, CUh2ENT iO6 IXPcHD R£J5= STA^33)A@O
-	 ---- -- ----- F-nera^- ^neT^R - -^ACTnR- ^s=l^lr ^^u^^r- ^^I-GRr -^Er^r - suasv^r: -
STRUCTUkE 5£O iJ i.i5 i.fl^ 'u.uCl 4T. 107. 232, 325. 152.
ENVIR{]!J.	 COhT, SEU 10 1 . 65 1.85 1 . G0 5. b. 8. 9. 15.
GUTU': 19Y{V : ^ STZ B : - E'8^--3"- -- T-^ fl'g-^ ---3 : ^8"` _ _ ^- @4 _ -ST-^ _ ^ ^	 ---^-^	 - - _._-.-Srr_^_._ _ ^^-4._--5.	 e'.	 P.	 ORY	 .l T. u.d@ 6.A [ {s. C$ Q. ff. 0. 0. 0.
DRY PROPULSION 1.G^ 1.0 C ,}. Gp d . 0. 0. p. 0.
Df2Y	 dTTIO.	 CONT. EU5 3 1.28 i.28 2.3G 2^. 25. 3fl. 35. 45.
--
	 F:. D. p:..I^_^ T---^F
_ ^^28----r-^-------^-^-.^^38:_..--^;- ---	 Trfi. -- ^: -- ----
ELECTRICAL 51.0 2 1 . 81 1.81 1.93 b5. T0. 118. 13.8. 125.
HISS•
	 EQUI p HE :MT E^JS 1 S . flRI 1.Cf^ 1. u0 k13. 4fl • ^Sp• 4fl• k0oLANOF.F. x.40 fl.01 J.fl0 0. G. p. fl.T -	 RESI DUISCS'.""-.--- ---- ^ . u --T'uEf -^_'.` ^_`-p . ^._-^--- _ - -p-^ -^-.^
CkEW t UIP. EL J.au u.00 J.^d J. 0. G.OkY HEIGHT C.JO O . d , fi. G p 263. 334. 528. &2!. 521.S.E.P. PROPEL. ^.iu 0. ,7 C 3, .;u 0. p. G. u. 0.
^	 --- -{y^IT^ FKOPEiC^..--"^ ^II-,.'-'--ECG-D-G --- 1T.^ri -_"`_^^ ^.".^0: --
^8 -ATT.	 CONT.	 FROP, p.0u 0.4 C {i. G p 4i. 52. 13^. 162.a
'-'	 ldET	 HEIGHT v.pfl 1).0 ^ 0.00 3p4. 385. 565. i89. 5{32.CIO	 - - --	 A D RFT ^ ^i c I tr ^ii` - _" r . ^ZT_"Q' 4 -^Ei^-"U'ii ' '-` ^_ _"_.^8.^ _ ^" X77 : -_--^7-^_ `'."..`_^-
PALLET HEIGHT C.'uu O.00 J.^70 0. G. p. 0. fl.
LAUNCH WcIGH7 i: .uu fl . 00 L•.uu 380. 569. 842. ^xil3. 713.
^l:NGTH [ = T.! ^r.0 4.3 5.6 5.9 fl.0




s1ENSITY {L8/CU.FT} 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 0.0
SATELLITE LIFE 13.0 10.0 f.7 1.7 10.p
HEAN HI 55.	 DURATIO N 1.4 1.A 3. . 0 1.0 1.0
---.
	 ^.._-. _ A1)TSP"TT"^L^T7 - --Z ^^--- --r►; 9- - r ;"5 --- -^-r`.^i'2:'3`-
ThiCKNE55 {IN.! .ObGO .G400 .pvOD .3]+00 .dkflfl
C0^]E
	
r+U •IBcK	 ^ 5. vN0-5 38/26/74Ix	 = .6G T5
LOH GDST
ITEH oASE tXP;ND	 Rtt)Sc STAND. CUkiENT MOD cxFEND REU5E STANDAZD
-- FrTCiJR
	 '= ACi'^F FACTOrZ -i(EF;HT CUFi2ENT SIGHT xE7GMT	 - _S118SYSC,_ ._
STRUCTUf^E 5E0 10 1.uG	 1.9G .;.3G 13T. 22 T. 53J3. 0p 6. 304.
^IJVIRGr+.	 GONi• 5Eo 10 i.77	 2.0E 1. 4u 1T. L9. .tfi. 35. 3p.
JIO.	 NAV.	 t S;R^..- -5'c0 - 2- - 'I.^7	 i.^T- i.Ed T'r. 74. -	 T9. '79. i24: `""S.	 E.	 P.	 DRY	 ^iT. ,,.u,i	 li.JL G.G13 0. G.DRY PRGFULSIOV 1.:,0	 1.JC J.uO ]. G, p. G. p•
DRY	 AT7iD.	 CDVT. CGM 7 1.2d	 i.Zd 2.2i 4J. a8. 3&. 1Z4. Sd.
-	 C. D. P,	 I,-	 -_-- _ EL _.---...Z.v'u ---- ^I:7-C-	 - I. FJ► - -Z6:- - 2S. 26.-- - ZB:-- - ri -- ---




_	 - - -- ,:.^^	 -	 D :^ ...-- -^,y-C - - - ^i . - - --	 p-,---.. _ .	 p_.	 _ a.-	 - -	 ^ ^-^ T-
CRcH E gUFP. 3L ^.GG	 G.4v G.00 p. 0. 0. ¢. G•
DRY WEIGHT si.uEi	 Q.Qt J.G^ 543. 054. 1164. 1463. 974.S.E.P. PROPEL. ^.4^	 ^.Ol ]. u p 0. 4. Ti. p, 8,
itAIN PRzT?Etrt-,---- -..__.-^ -- ^:G>; -- ET.^C„ - Q;p>i tr:---- -	 -a,	 -- -----^-	 - - ^: _^.-..-- -
^	 NT".	 GON7.	 PROP. ^.LG	 4.4^ 0.40 i2T. 152. 453. 569. 229.
'	 NEi	 NF_IGHT ^.GJ	 O.G t 0. G p 6T0. 806. 1617. 2u32. i2
--	 A3 AP TER-s4EIGjfT-
---
_
- -- ------- t^	 - f`p:b ^ - 3`.4t'i 8^: ^ ,- -370:	 __, 1^5. __. -181: -	 - -- 1-t¢;---- --
`-'	 PALLET	 1{E1GY.T O.ud	 O.a{ u.0:] G. G. G. 4. G.
LAUrdG^r
	
HEIGHT ^.Gd	 G.uL ^I.GJ 73+. 9T6. 176. 2i93. 13i2.
LLNGTfi	 {^T.] T.8 0.? 8.6 9.2 41.GDIAiiETEfc	 (FT. a i.6 F.1 8.6 9.2 1{I .0
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